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spirit

Create disorder 
through activation
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Once upon a time 

A gentle transformation 
of our industrial mistress 
was made with the focus on 
preserving her remarkable 
atmosphere in a reinter-
pretation of thy industrial 

nature.

Many suitors asked for her 
hand, both from the top 
and from the bottom, and 
she gladly invited them into 
the royal chamber through 
an activation of juxtaposition 
and awkward encounters.

Through open doors she blos-
somed from diversity and 
became a cultural figure and 
a love nest for the kingdom.
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This project is a Master Thesis at Urban 
Design MSc04, Aalborg University, 
Department of Architecture, Design & 
Media Technology. The theme for the 
project is a transformation of a post-in-
dustrial site. Post-industrial landscapes 
rise questions about the value of the 
perceived atmospheres, that speaks to 
both physical, mental, sensuous and 
aesthetic values. Furthermore it is rel-
evant to question the possibility of how 
to preserve industrial heritage in future 
urban developments, where a focus 
on irrational design approaches can 
stage decay and abandonment. This is 
some of the key notions in this project, 
which will be discussed and analyzed 
throughout the report. 

The project site for this Master The-
sis is a post-industrial steel factory in 
Luxembourg City. A creative co-work 
space named Bamhaus is located on 
the site, which is a platform for artists, 
industrial designers, graphic designers 
and other creative fields of work. In 
close collaboration with Bamhaus, a 
one month study trip to Luxembourg 
City was arranged with an office space 

PREFACE

at their creative co-work. In relation to 
the study trip it was possible to gain 
knowledge about the city, citizens and 
the project site. The study trip was the 
point of departure for the project, where 
daily reflective walks on the site made 
it possible to analyze, map and reflect 
upon the site’s transformation. Differ-
ent stakeholders were interviewed and 
some contributed with their assistance 
and knowledge, which made it clear 
that the area could be of immense im-
portance to the future development of 
Luxembourg.

The report will present theoretical dis-
cussions, mappings, reflections and 
personal observations from the study 
trip in Luxembourg City, which has 
been the background for strategic prin-
ciples on how to develop the site in a 
phased plan. Further a detailed design 
of a selected area has been developed 
to showcase the potential future of the 
site, all of which will be exhibited at a 
festival in Luxembourg in the end of 
June 2017. 
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READINGGUIDE

This master thesis is presented in one 
report. In addition to the report, large 
drawing material is gathered in a sepa-
rate folder. A USB stick on the last page 
of the report contains a short video from 
the study trip to Luxembourg City. 

The site is located in Luxembourg City 
in a district named Dommeldange, and 
will in the report be referred to as Bam-
stad. 

The report is divided into ten chap-
ters, apart from the introduction pages, 
which outline the thesis. 

The first chapter, “Luxembourg City”, 
is an introduction and an investigation 
of the city as well as the country, which 
serves to give an understanding of the 
current and historical context in which 
the site is located. 

The second chapter “Site Information” 
zooms in on the site, Bamstad, which 
introduces the reader to site specific 
analyses elaborated through research, 
mapping and investigations of the sur-
roundings.

”Theoretical Discussion”, the third 
chapter explores the theoretical founda-
tion of urban development as tools for 
further design investigation, both with-
in the strategy as well as the detailed 
design. 

Chapter four, “spatial identities”, anal-
yse the site in relation to its spatial and 
historical qualities by sensorial obser-
vations and collections on site.     

A strategy is presented in chapter five, 
“Strategy”, which is the outcome from 
the previous chapters. This defines stra-
tegic principles for a phased plan to-
ward the next 10+ years. 

“Detailed Design” is presented in chap-
ter six, with a detailed design scenario. 
The strategic principles are reviewed in 
a detailed design of a selected part of 
Bamstad. The design is represented by 
visualizations, text and diagrams.

Chapter seven contains the conclusion 
and reflection of the process. The chap-
ter also unfolds relevant reflections on 
the notion of the transformation of in-
dustrial landscapes in the contemporary 
city. 

In chapter eight and nine, references 
and appendix are found. The appendix 
is referred to throughout the report.
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SUMMARY

This thesis seeks to explore the trans-
formation of a post-industrial heritage, 
as a design strategy and a detailed de-
sign, in an urban development located 
in Luxembourg City. 

Industry has had a powerful and inten-
sive impact on our environment over 
time, which has identified and shaped 
our environments. (Douet, 2012) Due 
to the financial crisis and change in 
production, the development of such 
places suddenly became left empty as 
unused plots in the city. According to 
Ellen Braae, we are undergoing a radi-
cal transformation in the practice of de-
sign. This new thinking will fundamen-
tally shape the way we build and create 
in the 21st century: “what does it imply 
when we no longer invent things from 
the beginning but create them through 
interaction with what already exist?” 
(Braae, 2015) 

The term ‘industrial landscapes’ has 
several characteristics, perhaps one of 
the most significant is the scale, which 
can vary from the small to the vast. It 
can therefore range from very large in-
dustrial landscapes to minor individual 
spaces of machinery and equipment. 
The purpose is to investigate how an 
industrial area can be transformed 
without neglecting its own identity 

and history with a respect for the past 
in a future urban development. These 
industrial landscapes are snapshots in 
time, which define the importance of 
preserving existing qualities as their 
stories, identities and unique atmo-
spheres are bound to these places. The 
industry left its mark in our cities which 
contains an aesthetic in decay, spatial 
qualities and cultural heritage. Trans-
forming industrial landscapes are not 
only an interesting creative exercise, 
but it emphasizes the temporary nature 
of things and the process of constant 
change (Braae, 2015)

This master thesis will investigate how 
it is possible to transform post-industri-
al areas with a focus on preservation, 
awkward encounters, irrational design 
approaches and an embracement of the 
spatial qualities and atmospheres of de-
cay and abandonment. The irrational 
approach is defined by leaving the per-
fect urban planning behind and letting 
the rough, disordered, awkward and 
unstructured city evolve and grow. 
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This thesis is closely built upon a col-
laboration with Bamhaus, which has 
provided information and insight into 
the current cultural, political and eco-
nomic situation of Luxembourg as 
well as the project site itself. 

Bamhaus is a creative platform and 
community, specialized in co-work-
ing spaces and multimedia produc-
tions. Currently they house approx-
imately 18 people within different 
creative fields, which include fash-
ion designers, graphic designers, in-
dustrial designers, social designers, 
artists etc. The community is func-
tioning as a dynamic and inspiring 
platform for individual creative work 
and community projects. 

“the people here at Bamhaus 
has created a community, a 
professional community with 
common interests and philos-
ophies ” Christian Muno. 

BAMHAUS

Ben Barnich and Christian Muno are 
the founders of Bamhaus and beside 
their commercial and cultural activi-
ties, they are dedicated to influence the 
future development of Bamstad. Their 
vision is to turn the site and neighbor-
hood into a vital and cultural hotspot of 
Luxembourg city. Aiming for a place 
where diverse groups of national and 
international people can work, live, 
gather and share. Their statement for 
the area is to create a redevelopment for 
innovation, tourism and culture.
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The approach is to develop phased 
strategic principles for the future de-
velopment of the 15,6 ha industrial 
area in Luxembourg City. A design 
scenario of 7.000 m2 will be based 
upon the strategic principles, to visu-
alize a plan for the activation of the 
area. 
The master thesis has been developed 
through analyses, mappings and a 
one month study trip to Luxembourg 
City. Through the study trip, the 
group gained knowledge about the 
area and stakeholders as well as po-
tentials and problems. 

The project has evolved through reg-
istrations, analyses, interviews and 
mappings, which form the strategic 
principles and the detailed design. 
Different design workshops has taken 
place, to investigate different topics 
that could influence the design. The 
aim has been to develop material, 
which Bamhaus can use for the future 

development and for an exhibition in 
June at the Siren’s Call festival in 
Luxembourg City. 

The Industrial Affair?
The approach to the master thesis is 
defined by an industrial affair, that 
refers to a fascination of abandoned 
industrial areas. It is a fascination of 
large structures, roughness and decay, 
which communicate anything else 
but the flawless city. It is an affair in 
opposition to the flawless and perfect 
city, where everything is placed and 
designed “correctly”. The curiosity 
in a search of the forbidden, unpre-
dictable and the roughness in the city 
has been the momentum. You are not 
allowed to go there, but something 
in your body drags you, makes you 
curious and fascinated by the monu-
mental and compelling structures.

APPROACH
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The applied method of the design 
process can be divided into three 
steps. Since the project site has been 
located in a foreign country, the proj-
ect proposal has therefore only partly 
been developed on site with direct ac-
cess to the area of interest.
The division of the methodological 
framework can thereby be catego-
rized chronologically as ‘before-’, 
‘during-’ and ‘after the study trip’, 
where each phase has different re-
search topics, techniques and proce-
dures to gather, analyse and compre-
hend data.

Before the study trip the team was 
only given a limited amount of in-
formations about the project site. 
The methodological framework 
was therefore to be developed from 
ground and up as a plan of action for 
how to approach the project and de-
sign. This formed a particular method 
which could link the choices of inves-
tigation to a desired outcome. Quan-
titative research about Luxembourg 
and the project site was conducted to 
gain empirical data about the histori-
cal and current situation. This result-
ed in a theoretical perspective about 
embracing the existing conditions of 
disorder in the city and upon the site. 
The methodological framework was 
therefore based upon the situationists 
ideology of the 1950’s, which could 
provide the context for further prog-

METHOD

ress and a grounding for the project’s 
logic and criteria.

The applied method, derived from the 
situationists ideology, provided the ba-
sis for further investigation during the 
study trip in Luxembourg. The method 
forced the team to appropriate a quali-
tative and phenomenological method of 
research. These investigations included 
conversations, observations, explora-
tions, plays, samples and interviews 
on site and in its context. This created 
a methodological approach of a more 
flexible, unstructured and intuitive 
characteristic, which in a theoretical 
perspective could be considered to be 
a subjective approach where certain 
problems and potentials were brought 
to mind.

After the study trip all the quantitative 
and qualitative empiri from both before 
and during the study trip entered the 
later cycles of continuous refinement, 
to comprehend all the gathered infor-
mation into a holistic understanding. 
This holistic approach was manifested 
in a strategy and a design scenario in 
the final phase. Continuous cycles of 
spiraling processes have throughout 
the project shifted the team’s focus be-
tween action and critical reflections, 
where self-evaluation and design mod-
ifications have been evaluated to im-
prove the practical design outcome. 
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uxembourg as a name is derived 
from the word “Lucilinburhuc”, 
which relates to the definition 
of a small fortifying fortress. 

This first encounter with the name goes 
back to the year of 963, where a certain 
Count Siegfried acquired and used it as 
a stronghold. It mainly started out as 
the name of the city because of its mil-
itary function and precipitous location, 
but along with its history it also became 
the name of the country Luxembourg, 
which developed around the stronghold 
over time. (a.s.b.l., L., 2017)

It was not until 1867 that Luxembourg 
city became dismantled as a fortify-
ing stronghold, and over the following 
years went through drastic changes, in 
both the city’s culture and identity. It 
proceeded to obtain status as a capital 
city, instead of becoming an anony-
mous provincial city. (a.s.b.l., L., 2017)
With the surrounding landscape, the 
public spaces and the transformation 
of the city, it became orientated on the 
contrast relationship between the old 
fortress city and the new contemporary 

2017). Within this  amount of inhabi-
tants, the wide variety of nationalities, 
creates an implicable multinational city 
as well as a multinational country. The 
city contains approximately 69% for-
eigners living there, and when it comes 
to the country itself, it is stated that the 
population is consisting of more than a 
third of foreigners. This makes Luxem-
bourg, both the city and the country, a 
diverse and multicultural place, which 
houses more than 170 different nation-
alities (Luxembourg.public.lu. 2017). 
This can also be seen in its linguistic 
system, which is based on the usage of 
three different languages; Luxembour-
gish, German and French, which has 
become a result of the country’s loca-
tion as it is surrounded by France, Ger-
many and Belgium. 

This number only refers to the foreign 
residents, but along this there is also a 
number of cross-border employees who 
commute to the country Luxembourg 
everyday. This number is estimated to 
167.000 employees, as well as a large 
number of international civil servants, 
working in the wide spread of Euro-
pean institutions in Luxembourg city 
(Luxembourg.public.lu. 2017). 

A cultural hub is hereby stated in Lux-
embourg city, and becomes a cross-
road for the dynamic business activity 
in the country, together with a diverse 
social culture within the arts, entertain-
ments, food etc. (Vdl.lu.2017).

capital city. This became the founda-
tion of a mixture between the ancient 
heritage of the city, and the contempo-
rary architecture, which creates a wide 
contrast of urban experiences through-
out the city and its diverse landscape 
(Salesguide.visitluxembourg.com, 
2017). The topography creates a char-
acteristic element to the green belt 
surrounding the inner city, as well as 
the characteristic valleys surrounding 
the city borders, making opportunities 
for a number of large viewpoints. The 
river runs through the whole city, hous-
es more than a hundred bridges, and 
thereby has a strong influence upon the 
development of the city and its identity 
(a.s.b.l., L., 2017).

Luxembourg has never had the inten-
tions of being a large city, or a large 
capital, and it was not until the 18th 
century that it had a large increasement 
in inhabitants, which went from 8.500 
in the 18th century, to 46.500 after the 
First World War. 

Today the city itself contains approxi-
mately 100,000 inhabitants with a wide 
diversity in their nationality (a.s.b.l., L., 

Luxembourg, both as a city and as a region, has been 
through various changes in its long and rich history.

History of Luxembourg
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A paradigm-shift in the expansion 
plans and mentality has to evolve, not 
just in the housing sector, but also to 
create awareness and attraction for the 
city and its cultural affordances, both as 
a cultural scene and as a multi interna-
tional society. 

One of the important factors in the 
struggles of Luxembourg City’s ex-
pansion and development has been the 
infrastructural crisis. As a result of the 
high amount of cross-border commut-
ers on daily basis, the infrastructure 
keeps prioritizing cars, consequently 
leading to more congestions and hard 
traffic (See Infrastructure & Transpor-
tation, pp. 27). This makes it difficult to 
develop a sustainable plan for the fur-
ther expansion and transformation of 

n expansion in population oc-
curred on a national level from 
384.000 citizens in 1991 to 
550.000 in 2014, where more 

than half of this number is concentrat-
ed in and around Luxembourg City. In 
the same time span a certain growth in 
the population of foreigners had just 
as well been increased drastically, as 
it went from 29.4% in 1991 to 45.3% 
in 2014 of the total population of the 
country Luxembourg. This develop-
ment is seen as an ongoing process, 
where Luxembourg City will be forced 
to expand even further in the future in 
its urban public spaces, habitation areas 
and occupational zones which attracts 
an increasingly percentage of foreign 
work forces (Urbact, 2017). 

A problematic area of this expansion 
and growth of the demographic scene 
in Luxembourg is the housing situa-
tions. With the estimated continuous 
growth of the population, the housing 
prices has been forced up since the 90s, 
whereas the income has been fixed in 
the later years. This calls for new solu-
tions, where alternatives to the parcel 
villa must be taken into account, for 
example social housing in urban loca-
tions. Without these urban settlements 
of social housing in the city, the urban 
sprawl will increase and thereby de-
crease the attractiveness of the cities in 
the country Luxembourg, hereby espe-
cially Luxembourg city which has had 
the largest suburban increasement (Ur-
bact, 2017).

The possibility of preventing these so-
cial and spatial segregations, caused by 
the rapid growth, is based on new solu-
tions which must be locally rooted in 
societies and communities.

the city, and leaves the city, as well as 
the country, in a problematic situation 
in regard to their urban designations 
of sustainable and green environments 
and the soft mobility. (Urbact, 2017)

Luxembourg City Development
Because of the strong growth in the demographic scene, the cities and especial-
ly Luxembourg City has been in a continuous widening and expansion since it was 
transposed from a military stronghold, into a contemporary capital city of Luxem-
bourg

A

Ill. 19.1. Growth Map of Luxembourg City 1:15.000

Ill. 20.1. Luxembourg City, Grund
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gain inspiration from historical values 
and identities, such as former prisons 
and slaughterhouses, which have been 
restored to become cultural meeting 
points (Direct Booking, 2017).

These cultural interests from both the 
municipality and the citizens also bring 
in different international collabora-
tions, such as the Venice Biennale, to 
enhance the cultural and artistic value 
in the more global aspect (Luxem-
bourg.public.lu. 2015). Besides the in-
ternational affairs, they also collaborate 
regionally between cities, to maintain a 
sustainable artistic platform, focusing 
on innovation and contemporary art, 
to maintain a certain regional value in 
their process of being a cultural hub 
and platform (Hugo, 2016).

When it comes to the visual arts and 
crafts culture, Luxembourg as a coun-
try also values the music culture with 
a variety of festivals, which contains 
open-air-, international music-, rock-
pop-electro music- and Jazz festivals. 
Hereby they enhance not just the local 
bands, but also invites international art-
ists for these festivals, to enhance the 

his multicultural and mul-
tinational foundation of the 
city, along with its diverse 
linguistic system, invites to a 

various use of internationally cultur-
al events. Hence the city becomes a 
multilingualism field of multinational 
events, focusing on the diversity of the 
cultural meetings (Luxembourg.public.
lu. 2017). Along with this, the city itself 
has a wide fan of historical and cultural 
elements, spread out over Luxembourg 
City (a.s.b.l., L., 2017).

Luxembourg City has a modern cul-
tural infrastructure, which focuses on 
multiple historical and contemporary 
orientated museums in the inner city 
district, as well as the MUDAM Lux-
embourg, which is located just on the 
other side of the river running through 
the center of Luxembourg City (Direct 
Booking, 2017). 

The large amount of varied museums 
are being followed by a various number 
of smaller galleries in the city centre, 
which brings in the locals as well as the 
upcoming artists and events. As a result 
of this multinational context, Luxem-
bourg contemplates a large potential 
for the innovation and cosmopolitan 
atmosphere in the contemporary art 
platforms in the city. They involve both 
a local as well as a regional art scene, 
and a collaboration with international 
artists are being produced by for ex-
ample Luxembourg Art Week, which 
relates to this diverse scene of action 
in the contemporary arts (Hugo, 2016).
Many of these cultural attractions are 
strategically located, to focus on or 

multicultural value of the music scene 
(Luxembourg.public.lu. 2015).

Some of these events also incorporates 
the contemporary architecture as a mu-
sical experience, such as the concert 
hall Philharmonie in Luxembourg City. 
Together with these contemporary land-
marks, they create a cultural contrast to 
the historical value of the city’s identity 
with its ancient heritage and landmarks 
(Luxembourg.public.lu. 2015).

Luxembourg City 
Culture
Since Luxembourg is populated by a large multinational platform, along with a large 
amount of every-day commuters who work in the city, Luxembourg City becomes a 
cultural center for diversity (a.s.b.l., L., 2017).

Ill.21.2. Nationalities within Luxembourg 
City, VisitLuxembourg.lu(2017)

Luxembourgeoise: 38%, 
French: 21%, Portuguese: 15%, 
Italian: 8,2%, Belgian: 5%, 
German: 4,5%, Spanish: 3,3%, 
Briton: 2,75%,  Romanian: 2%

Ill. 21.1. MUDAM
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Ill. 22.1. Culture Map of Luxembourg City 1:15.000
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23Ill. 23.1. Luxembourg City, Grund & Business District. 
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apping the distance gives 
an impression of how ac-
cessible the site is to the 
majority of the inner city. 

Bamstad is located three kilometer 
from the inner city, which indicates the 
potential of a new cultural hot spot for 
Luxembourg City. The short distance 
makes it convenient to access both 
from the suburbs in Walferdange and 
from the inner city.  

Luxembourg is a city where commut-
ing by car, bus or train is on the daily 
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This section analyze the distances in Luxembourg City. It shows what kind of dif-
ficulties the site has within a future transformation.

DISTANCES IN 
LUXEMBOURG 
CITY

M agenda, which tells something about 
how little the distance influence the 
choice about going from A to B. The 
choice about walking or taking the bike 
from A to B, becomes much more dif-
ficult, but by analyzing the distances 
from the soft mobility perspective, the 
distance from Bamstad to the inner city 
is within a walk, run and bike distance.

Ill. 25.1. Distance Map, 1:15.000
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rom the infrastructural map, 
the problematics of the heavy 
traffic becomes clear that the 
city is based on the automo-

bile, and it gives a broadened view on 
how the infrastructural importance for 
the working community has been a ne-
cessity in the city’s expansion through 
time. The larger roads give an impres-
sion of the necessity of connecting the 
city center to the wider context, and 
how the urban sprawl and the unorga-
nized development in the last hundred 
years, has changed the city’s appear-
ance and function from a stronghold to 
a cultural capital (see History of Lux-
embourg, pp. 18 and Luxembourg City 
Development, pp. 20).

This section explores the infrastructure of Luxembourg City, to get an understand-
ing of how the network of the city works. 

INFRASTRUCTURE & 
TRANSPORTATION

The infrastructural map shows the ac-
cessibility to Bamstad, and how public 
transportation modes, with local, re-
gional and international trains as well 
as several bus lines, are edging and 
surrounding the project site. Bamstad 
therefore has the possibility to be con-
nected to the larger infrastructural sys-
tem, both locally, regionally and inter-
nationally.

F

Ill. 28.1. Infrastructure, 1:15.000
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arge areas of Luxembourg 
City consist of parks, forests 
and important heritage zones. 
The layout and distribution of 

green and blue structures are a result of 
the topography, the several levels and 
stranding hills of which the city sets. 
But the green structure is also a result 
of the uncontrolled urban sprawl, which 
has clustered the city’s expansion and 
left larger amoeba shaped patches un-
touched (see Luxembourg City Devel-
opment, pp. 20).

This has resulted in a blue and green 
structure that consists of fragmented 

Green and blue connections are an important layer in Luxembourg and define 
significant environments within the city. 

GREEN 
& BLUE 
CONNECTIONS

patches that bring flora and fauna into 
the city center. In this regard the river 
of Alzette runs through the city and has 
been an important source of energy and 
transportation in the past, but functions 
today more as a re-creative element of 
the city.

The green and blue structure paints a 
picturesque image of the city, which 
creates some unique environments, 
where the nature unfold and grow be-
tween the cityscape. This shows a 
culture that adapted and merged the 
natural landscapes with the urban envi-
ronment.

L

Ill. 29.1. Green and Blue 1:15.000



31Ill. 31.1. Abandoned entrance to site
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amstad is located in the 
Dommeldange district of 
Luxembourg City. It is a for-
mer industrial area, which 

was occupied by a steel factory, today 
named ArcelorMittal. 

The site is currently partly occupied by 
ArcelorMittal, but both ArcelorMittal 
and the municipality of Luxembourg 
has shown interest in a future transfor-
mation of the area. The transformation 
is intended to create a cultural and a 
public oriented hub, that open up the 
site to the citizens. 

Total size: 15,6 ha / 156.000 m2

Dimensions: 
approx. 600 meter (north-south)

approx. 300 meter (east-west)

Total built area: 6,2 ha / 62.000 m2

The site has the atmosphere of an in-
dustrial wasteland, but several activi-

Site Information

Bamstad

B

Ill. 34.1. Introduction to Site

ties still occur, ranging from hard labor 
and research to office work and engi-
neering.

The entire area is listed as contaminat-
ed and several high-voltage cables run 
along the northern part. The Alzette riv-
er is the main water path through Lux-
embourg and provides an ecological 
corridor, bordering the site to the West, 
that is claimed under the protection 
of nature and natural resources by the 
government. It is desired to preserve 
and intensify the tree rows, within a 
10 meters wide buffer zone, along the 
stream (PAF, 2016).

The site only has two entrances, one 
to the north and one to the south. It is 
thereby rather disconnected from the 
city and the citizens, and becomes a 
forgotten space hidden behind the trees, 
the river and the railway. But nonethe-
less this contributes to the effect of en-
tering another world when on site.

Activities on site
• Bamhaus: Creative community 

and co-work space
• ArcelorMittal: Steel maintenance 

industry
• AMPG: Artist Gallery
• Carbon: Car rental for elderly, 

handicapped and disabled
• Metal Trading: Machine and metal 

storage
• Carbon Process & Plant Engineer-

ing S.a.: Specialist technology 
provider of air pollution control 
processes.

• SWIRL: Renewable off-grid wind 
engineering

• Ferreira Elisio Sárl.: Construction 
and building contractors

• Lycée Technique Privé Emile 
Metz: Private machine and pro-
duction school
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ARCELORMITTAL

CARBON

METAL TRADING

Ill. 36.1. Overview of Bamstad
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The industrial sector of the Luxembourg’s steel industry has had a huge influence on 
the occupancy and economic situation of the country, and this industrial era is still 
evident in the country’s conditions today.

world’s second largest steel company, 
and took the name ArcelorMittal. This 
company is still active on the site, and 
has its headquarter in Luxembourg 
City. (S.A., ARBED, 2017)

Today the heavy iron and steel industry 
has been downsized and occupies only 
a small part of the site, only dealing 
with specialized steel work and main-
tenance. Several warehouses are rented 

uxembourg is homeland to 
a 400 year old industry of 
ironwork. In the pre-industri-
al period, a number of small 

scale ironwork furnaces emerged close-
ly to rivers and forests. In the mid 19th 
century the steel industry changed rad-
ically in Luxembourg, resulting in an 
expansion in export to include the Saar 
and Ruhr areas as well as Belgian and 
Prussian forges.(S.A., ARBED, 2017)

The Metz brothers were one of the 
most influencing steel families in Lux-
embourg, with major forces in industry, 
politics and journalism. They opened a 
steel mill near Dommeldange station 
in 1865 with four blast furnaces. The 
railway line and the Alzette river were 
the main reasons for the placement of 
the ironwork. A year after its opening, 
the Dommeldange ironwork produced 
34.205 tonnes of pig iron. In 1911 
the Metz brothers merged their com-
pany with another steel family, to ex-
pand their business and hereby formed 
ARBED. The maximum production of 
the Dommeldange site was reached in 
1913 with 115.342 tonnes, where the 
factory encompassed a steel foundry, 
several workshops, a rolling mill and 
multiple ironworks. (Luxembourg City 
Tourist Office, 2010)

In 2002 ARBED merged with a spanish 
company and formed an internation-
al headquarter for the steel industry 
in Luxembourg named Arcelor. Four 
years later Arcelor merged with the 

out to external companies and busi-
nesses, who now occupies small parts 
of the site. The only activity Arcelor-
Mittal has on the site is MecanARBED, 
consisting of welding, machine and 
locksmith operations. Some of the old 
red brick frontage buildings are classi-
fied as protected buildings by the Na-
tional Sites and Monuments Service. 
(Bamhaus, 2015)

Site History
“Where did it start?”

Ill. 37.1. Dommeldange steelwork introduced electrical steel furnances
(Dommeldange, 1929)

L
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Der kommer mere information om sitet

Ill. 38.1. ARBEDs expansion of the steelwork
(Dommeldange, 1930)

Ill.38.2. The first two blast furnances 
(Dommeldange 1869)

For many years after the production 
industry of the steelwork closed down, 
the CASA (Continental Alloys S.A.) 
continued to use the site for steel man-
agement for the oil and gas industry, 
and was for years subject of criticism 
regarding environmental pollution. 
(Luxembourg City Tourist Office, 
2010)
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neighborhood and its surroundings, as 
well as creating awareness for the pub-
lic. 

Bamhaus intends to expand in the near 
future with activities of namely “Bam-
fabrik” and “Bamlabo”. Bamfabrik 
will become an extension of Bamhaus 
to host artist and creative start-ups in 
the surrounding buildings. Bamlabo is 
intended as a scientific research and in-
novation platform, for investigations in 
contaminations and renewable energy. 
Bamhaus’s mission is to redevelop and 
restructure the site to regroup, gather, 
coordinate and promote a diversity of 
professional actors around a common 
vision.

Their vision is to function as an inspir-
ing model and a catalyst for a social and 
sustainable future in Luxembourg City.

amhaus was created in 2013 
by Ben Barnich and Chris-
tian Muno and is an artist 
and coworking community 

located in two of the red brick build-
ings from the industrial era of 1930’s 
at Bamstad, which provide cross-dis-
ciplinary and multi-purpose spaces 
for creative industries (see appendix 
1.1; Interview with Ben Barnich & 
Christian Muno, Bamhaus). They act 
as a fertile and visionary platform that 
bring artists and operators of different 
culture, age and discipline together. 
Currently they are housing 18 differ-
ent creative fields, such as multimedia 
production, communication solutions, 
studio recordings, sound design, music 
and video production, graphic design 
to web coding and more. (Bamhaus, 
2017)

Bamhaus stands as a local incubator be-
hind the development of Bamstad, and 
has the vision of transforming it into a 
lively living space with creative work, 
research, experimentation, craftsman-
ship, production, shopping, meeting 
and leisure. (Bamhaus, 2015)

They are committed to upgrading parts 
of the industrial wasteland, and aim at 
initiating and developing activities on 
site, which harmonizes with the basic 
principles of circular economy - there-
by making solutions of social and en-
vironmental impact through creative 
industries, crafts and research. By initi-
ating projects at Bamstad, the objective 
is to influence the development of the 

Stakeholders
There are three main stakeholders that influence the 
transformation of the former industrial site. These are 
Bamhaus: the bottom up incubators, ArcelorMittal: the 
landowner, and the Municipality of Luxembourg.

Creative service & 
Co-work! 

Bamhaus

B

Ill. 39.1. Entrance to Bamhaus

Ill. 39.2. The Street at Bamhaus
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rcelorMittal is the land own-
er of the industrial site. It is 
a privately owned enterprise, 
and the world’s’ leading steel 

and mining company with 210.000 em-
ployees across 60 countries.
The enterprise was founded in 1911 
and celebrated its 100th anniversary 
of steelmaking in Luxembourg in 2011 
(Arcelormittal, 2017).

Luxembourg state is the world head-
quarter of the global enterprise with 
over 4.200 employees, where the cen-
tral functions are established and lo-
cated. Dommeldange is one of 13 fa-
cilities in Luxembourg, of which nine 
are still active industrial sites that pro-
duces or processes steel. ArcelorMittal, 
Dommeldange today serves as a spe-
cialized site of mechanical workshops 
with expertise in engineering, welding, 

machining and assembling. Although 
ArcelorMittal has activities on the 
Dommeldange site it is reduced to only 
occupying the northern part of the area 
(Arcelormittal, 2017).

The 2015 sustainable development re-
port from ArcelorMittal in Luxembourg 
presents a forward-looking statement 
for the steel industry in Luxembourg. It 
represents 10 key outcomes of expec-
tations, predictions, beliefs and objec-
tives for the financial and operational 
performance of ArcelorMittal, which 
aim towards becoming more socially 
responsible and engage in the circular 
economy.

ArcelorMittal

“We see it as our social responsibility 
to work actively towards Sustainable 

development.” 

ArcelorMittal Luxembourg 
has the ambition to con-
tribute to making steel, re-
cyclable material of natural 
infinity, a key player in the 
development of lifestyle and 
sustainable infrastructure.

Ill.40.1. ArcelorMittal Steelwork Industry

(ArcelorMittal, Sustainable 
Development Report,2015)

“We see it as our social responsibility 
to work actively towards Sustainable 
development.” 

(message from the management, Sustain-
able development report 2015, pp. 6)

A
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The 
Municipality

he Municipality of Luxem-
bourg has in the national plan 
for smart, sustainable and 
inclusive growth for 2020, 

a focus on managing state and public 
finances, sustainability in policies, pro-
moting growth, sustainable develop-
ment and social cohesion, meaning a 
decrease of unemployment by promot-
ing sustainable and high quality jobs. 

Luxembourg City has over the recent 
decades been affected by both cultural, 
political and economic development, 
which has resulted in an urban expan-
sion to extend outside the city boundary 
(see Luxembourg City Development, 
pp. 20). The positive economic devel-
opment has caused negative develop-
ment in the built environment resulting 
in increased land prices, intensification 
of trafficking and exodus of the popula-
tion (Ville de Luxembourg, 2017).

In regard to urban development the 
state has implemented the General De-
velopment Plan (PAG) and the Specific 
Development Plan (PAP) to control the 
growth of urban expansion and avoid 
poorly organized local development. 
According to the General Development 
Plan for Bamstad, it is categorised as 
“Restructure and relocate”.  The site is 
located in the municipality’s secondary 
development pole, and programmed to 
be a zone of “economic activity com-
munale type 1 with artisan character” 
(PAG, 2017). This means that the site 
is of interest within the municipality’s 
vision for the future.

The population growth of Luxembourg 

T City has been steadily increasing the 
last 10 years with +29,8%. The Dom-
meldange district has been subject to 
this massive growth, with a popula-
tion increase between 2006 and 2016 
of +37 % in Dommeldange, and +38 
% in Eich (see appendix 2.1; District 
Mapping). The PAG expect this growth 
to continue with a population increase 
in the districts around Bamstad, Dom-
meldange of around 700 - 800 residents 
in the coming 10 years.

The municipality could be a very influ-
ential actor when it comes to putting a 
transformation of Bamstad into motion. 
Instead of having a necessarily capital-
istic approach to a transformation of 
the area, it could be with a focus on a 
promotion of the city and its social and 
cultural values. This way the munici-
pality will invest in the city as a brand, 
but also in the specific transformation 

of a highly important part of the city’s 
history. 

“The positive economic development has caused negative development in the built 
environment resulting in increased land prices, intensification of trafficking and 
exodus of the population.” 

Ill. 41.1. Shopping street in Luxembourg

Ill. 41.2. Municipallity of Luxembourg

(Ville de Luxembourg, 2017).
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Top-Down vs. 
Bottom-Up

op down management is un-
derstood as a hierarchical 
structure where decisions are 
made by authorized represen-

tatives to the lower levels of the hier-
archy, who to an extend are bound by 
them (TheFreeDictionary.com, 2017). 
 
In top down development projects, by 
private investors and government of-
ficials, the process is characterised by 
a few recruited or elected people who 
develop a strategy and an associated 
plan for future progress. This involves 
the costs, prioritisation and a schedule 
with evidence and feasibility studies, 
for how and why to reach a wanted re-
sult. This form of development is seen 
as a necessity, and the only way to man-
age large development projects (Chitty, 
2013).

The top down development stake-
holders, within the future of Bamstad, 
consist of  ArcelorMittal and the Mu-
nicipality of Luxembourg, since these 
are the people with greater power and 
influence, when it comes to decision 
making on behalf of the city.
These stakeholders are focused on long 
term developments and goals which 
correspond to their visions, involving 
economical and strategical consider-
ations.

A bottom up approach is often synon-
ymous with grassroot organisations, 
where a number of people, through 
joint involvement, reaches a decision. 
Activists, students, artists or victims 
who jointly cause a decision or initia-
tive to arise, is a reference of bottom 
up activities (TheFreeDictionary.com, 
2017). 
Bottom up is characterised by small-
er groups of people coming together 
around common causes, and using 
their power to develop and engage in 
the development of their local lives and 
communities. “Bottom up is about life 
in a participative democracy” (Chitty, 
2013). This causes a method which is 
more likely to correspond with the vi-
sion of the citizens, because decisions 
are reached by the many instead of the 
few, and thereby incorporates the citi-
zen involvement. 
The bottom up stakeholder within 
Bamstad is Bamhaus, which is an or-
ganisation of local actors who partici-
pate in the decision-making about the 
strategy and prioritization for the future 
development of their local area. 
Bamhaus, as a bottom up actor, should 
not be considered an opposition to the 
top down development, but rather as 
an actor that is interacting with them to 
achieve better results for future devel-
opment.

The stakeholders consist both of top-down authorities, 
with ArcelorMittal and the Municipality of Luxembourg, 
as well as bottom up initiatives with Bamhaus, who 
wants to expand and appropriate the space for both 
temporary and permanent uses.

Top-Down Bottom-Up

Time

Power

Time

Power

Bottom Up

Top Down

Bottom Up

Top Down

Traditional Development

Bamstad Development

T

THE MERGE
Both the top down and the bottom up 
process are important for developments 
in a modern society. The top down 
actors of ArcelorMittal and the Mu-
nicipality of Luxembourg builds on a 
holistic approach of economical and 
strategical visions, which are import-
ant, to provide the infrastructure for the 
future. Bamhaus represents the local 
and bottom up actors with opportuni-
ties, qualities and a strong affiliation to 
the site. This organisation arise from a 
personal drive for engaging in the de-
velopment.

Bottom up processes are mostly only 
permitted and implemented in the ini-
tial phases of developments, often seen 
as temporary usage of a site. In the later 
development stage top down processes 
and authorities usually take over the de-
velopment. 

The plan about the bottom up approach 
of Bamhaus is to challenge the pecuni-
ary visions of both ArcelorMittal and 
the Municipality of Luxembourg, and 
evolve alongside the top down pro-
cesses, to stimulate a locally rooted and 
democratic development. By letting 
the bottom up experimentation evolve 
alongside the top down planning, it 
is possible to arrive at a notion where 
culture and business becomes closely 
aligned.

Ill. 42.1. Bottom-Up vs. Top-Down
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44 Ill. 44.1. ArcelorMittal Building at Site



45Ill. 45.1. Reflective Walk at Bamstad
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Going to the bus stop in Walfer-

dange, only 10 min bus drive from 

Bamstad. Had a short morning chat 

with the 90-year-old man from the 

neighborhood, who is going to the 

city once again. 

The number 10 bus is filled with 

people, all dressed up for work or 

school. Looking outside the window 

the bus is passing suburbian houses, 

all placed along the main road in 

one or two rows. The homogene res-

idential blocks are only interrupt-

ed by a fitness center, a grocery 

shop, the local chinese restaurant, 

a gas station and a furniture shop 

on the journey to Bamstad. Along 

the ride, it isn't possible to avoid 

the significant landscape that shape 

the city, which almost make us for-

get the monotone drive to Bamhaus.      

“Emilie Metz“ is called on the speak-

er which is our stop to Bamstad. On 

the way out of the crowded bus, we 

say goodbye to the 90 year old man 

and step out to the streetscape 

again. 

Workers are renovating one of the 
old houses along the main road and 
the noise from the heavy morning 
traffic is disturbing the quiet morn-
ing. The street is empty of people, 
but filled with cars. 

Passing the street and using the 
entrance from the private school 
Lyc“e Technique Priv“ Emile Metz, 
which is the back entrance to Bam-
haus. Along the way boys with caps 
and baggy pants is joking around, 
looking in our direction. Maybe be-
cause of the 2 meter tall body of 
the boys or because they are un-
familiar with a girl on the school's 
property? 

Continuing our way to Bamhaus, 
following the sight of the large in-
dustrial structures. Unpacking our 
stuff at our table and walking to 
the kitchen where we see Keith al-
ready prepared the first pot of 
coffee.

Note from the study trip in 

Luxembourg. 09/03-2017 (08:20)
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t is evident from the map that 
there is a lack of public pro-
grams. The neighborhood is 
characterized by residentials 

and only a few public programs exist. 
The programs are shown to be a very 
homogeneous context surrounding the 
site, and the lack of public orientated 
programming helps defining a possible 
necessity for a way to incorporate the 
close context and the neighborhood. 

From this homogeneous view on the 
surroundings, it can be taken into ac-

This section is a site specific analysis. Zooming in on Bamstad and the close sur-
roundings, to get a better understanding of how the site is connected to the near 
context. 

PROGRAMS 
AROUND 
BAMSTAD
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I count that a diverse usage is lacking in 
the more peripheral parts of the city, 
and conclude that a platform for diver-
sity could help create public orientated 
spaces and communal attractions, that 
suburban areas often need. 

Ill. 47.1. Map of Surrounding Programs
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This section defines the infrastructure around Bamstad, as well as how the site is 
connected to the city through public transportation. 

INFRASTRUCTURE
AROUND 
BAMSTAD 

he surrounding infrastructure 
of Bamstad is characterized 
by one main road, that facil-
itate the whole network of 

car traffic in the north-south direction. 
The area has a great connection to the 
city, with busses running every 10th 
minute on the main road, and a train on 
the eastern side of the site. A bike lane 
is connecting the inner city with the 
northern suburbs of Luxembourg City. 
This bike lane has a linear flow, which 
is only interrupted and challenged at 
Bamstad, where the path is being redi-
rected around the site and both under 

T and above the train tracks in the east.

Even though the distances in Luxem-
bourg City are short and with great po-
tentials for bikes and pedestrians (see 
Distances In Luxembourg City, pp. 26), 
the infrastructure is build for cars. It 
is not only the physical elements you 
have to change about the infrastructure 
in Luxembourg City, it is also the lux-
embourgish mindset regarding mobili-
ty.

Ill. 49.1. Map of Surrounding Infrastructure
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he topography of Luxem-
bourg City creates some 
unique sights and shapes, 
which sometimes refer to 

a fairytale. The topography creates a 
dramatic landscape, where large hills 
shape the city and its many levels. It is 
noticeable how the landscape controls 
the city and the growth, because the 
topography limits city development in 
certain areas. 

Bamstad sits in the valley between two 
hills toward east and west. This valley 
continues with the river Alzette all the 
way toward the city center, and func-
tions as an infrastructural link between 
the northern and southern part of Lux-
embourg City. The site at Bamstad con-
trasts the surrounding landscape by be-

The topography in Luxembourg City has a significant effect on the atmosphere. It 
is useful to identify the pattern, and the atmospheric values of the landscape. 

TOPOGRAPHY

ing completely flat with high building 
structures, while the surrounding areas 
are sloped with low structures. When 
mounting the hills to either the east or 
west, scenic views over the industrial 
site can be appreciated and the contrast 
between the city and the industry be-
comes even stronger. 

The flattened landscape of Bamstad 
creates a wide fan of possibilities when 
it comes to new development, both in 
the consideration of transit, but also 
in the aspect of programming on site. 
Since Bamstad has been lifted with on 
a flattened landscape, it gives a possi-
bility to use this extra layer for certain 
technical management, and still main-
tain its flattened ground if wanted. 

T

Ill. 52.1. Map of Topography
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n the context of implement-
ing a wastewater collector in 
connection to Luxembourg’s 
purification plant, there has 

been performed environmental soil 
sampling and drilling analysis over a 
total distance of 6147 meters across the 
city, with a drilling depth of 17 meters, 
where it also went through Bamstad. 
The environmental investigation was 
issued by the Government of Luxem-
bourg and performed by Luxcontrol in 
may 2015 (Luxcontrol, 2015).

In the final report from Luxcontrol they 
investigated a total volume of approx-
imately 6365 m3 soil across Bamstad, 
of which about 530 m3 were found to 
be contaminated. The source of con-
tamination originates from an oil prod-
uct and was categorised to be PAH1-16 
pollutants (polycyclic aromatic hydro-
carbons). (see appendix 3; Pollution 
Table Chart) (Luxcontrol, 2015).

This pollution product arises when 
organic material is combusted imper-
fectly, and originates from exhaust or 
combustion gasses from tar-, oil or gas 
products. The pollution releases toxic 

gases and is claimed to cause cancer 
(Slambekendtgørelsen, 2017).

The pollution becomes a critical object 
when the rainwater infiltrates into the 
contaminated ground, and brings the 
pollution with it down to the ground-
water. The contaminated groundwa-
ter is the main problem, as well as the 
water that runs further out to the river 
to the east. The rainwater issues only 
becomes a contamination issue when it 
starts to infiltrate into the soil, but the 
rainwater collected by impermeable 
areas can be used for recreational or 
technical solutions without becoming a 
polluted problem.

The water management comes into ac-
count as a way to solve the contamina-
tion problem, but not in the sense where 
the soil needs to be cleaned completely, 
but instead in a way which considers 
further development of the site for its 
necessary needs. By this the contami-
nation solution becomes a part of the 
design oriented water management, 
and contributes to both the pollution 
problematics as well as the recreational 
design. 

This section concerns contamination of the soil on site to gain knowledge about 
what kind of pollution exists and how to handle it. 

POLLUTION
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The previous diagrams illustrated how Bamstad is connected to the neighbor-
hood, to gain knowledge about essential topics that affect the site. The next 

section contains site specific analysis of Bamstad. Identifying problems, poten-
tials and highlighting important elements to understand the structure on Bams-

tad. The analyses are illustrated by diagrams supported by a short text and three 
pictures for each subject, to visualize Bamstad. 

SITE SPECIFIC ANALYSIS



56 Ill. 56.1. Electrical Substation at Site
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As seen on the Nolli Map, the site is 
characterized by heavy and large vol-
umes. It is now occupied with a division 
of open space and densely built spaces. 
This creates a few clustered areas on 
site, and a long wing to the east which 
is almost entirely freed by an open 
landscape. The buildings create a barri-
er, which influences and minimizes the 
connections within the site. Therefore 
it can be concluded that openings along 
the east-west direction is a high priority 
to optimize the flow on site.  

Built

Nolli Map
ArcelorMittal are renting out some of 
the areas and buildings, since they only 
occupy a minor part of Bamstad today. 
Even though these renting options cre-
ate different programming for the site, 
it does not contribute to the creation of 
a community-based area, but instead 
they create divisions between each oth-
er, both by the build density of the site, 
but also by the lack of common inter-
ests for the site and its development in 
the future. 

Carbon Car Rental Artist Living

Bamhaus SWIRL Wind energy

ArcelorMittal Lycee School

Metal trading Energy Researcher

Existing Programs



58 Ill. 58.1. Pictures  from site (Nolli Map left, Infrastructure right)

The Past

Built vs. Structure

New vs. Old ArcelorMittal

Carbon Car Rental

Bamhaus
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The borders gives the site a character of 
an isolated island. It is bordered by the 
river which is going from the south to 
the north. This river can only be crossed 
at the most southern and northern part 
of Bamstad, meaning more than 600 
meters in-between the entrances. A rail-
road is running all along the site toward 
east and creating another long barrier. 

On site, continuous building elements 
create long barriers in the north-south 
directions. 

Borders

Borders & Barriers
The occupation of heavy traffic, such 
as cars, are just as heavy inside the site 
as it is outside. The main traffic load is 
from cars, trucks and other large mo-
torized vehicles, caused by the existing 
programs on site which needs these 
motorized vehicles, such as Arcelor-
Mittal, the construction company and 
Carbon Car Rental. 

Even though the materiality of the in-
frastructure is damaged,, it still only ap-
peals to the heavy traffic, with no actual 
pedestrian lanes, or bicycle paths in any 
form. It becomes a shared space, but it 
is used as a car related infrastructure.

Heavy Traffic

Low Traffic

Heavy Traffic

Infrastructure
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Ill. 60.1. Pictures  from site (Existing Pro-

grams left, Borders and Barriers right)

Heavy Infrastructure

Mixed

Pedestrians

The River

ArcelorMittal

Train Tracks
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Tanks

Old Element

ChimneysSouthern Entrance

Old Entrance over
the River

Main Entrance

Ill. 61.1. Pictures  from Site (Accessibility 
left, Historical Elements right)
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The site is only accessible by two quite 
unwelcoming entrances, one in the 
north and one in the south. The north-
ern entrance is the main pathway to 
Bamstad, but it is still fenced off in the 
weekends. 

The access in the south is smaller, and 
only works as a pedestrian or cycling 
bridge across the river. Although it 
functions as an access, it is located be-
hind a school, which makes it difficult 
to notice, and thereby the function of a 
public access falls apart. 

Both of the entrances has an unwel-
coming gesture, and because of the lo-
calization and their visual appearance 
they create an almost trespassing feel-
ing when entering the site, because of 
their original private function.

Accessibility Outdoor Historical Elements

Indoor Historical Elements

The site is occupied by a large amount 
of historical objects, which create a 
glimpse of the industrial past. These 
objects are both old and in decay, while 
some stands in quite good conditions. 

The objects create certain features in 
regard to the atmosphere, as well as 
possible re-interpretations. where the 
historical elements could be used in 
new contexts.

Accessibility Historical Elements
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Reflective Walk (Dance) on Site

Find something to get excited about - we found her!

Ill. 63.1. Pictures  from Site
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hen closing in on the site 
itself, certain facts in the 
context starts to influence 
the area. Even though the 

site today is defined as an isolated is-
land to its context, a synergy between 
it and its surroundings outside the bor-
ders, has an important influence on the 
development, to create a connection 
from the city itself and onto the site. 
The connections are not only in the 
physical manner, but also in the cor-
respondence to how the neighborhood 
could interact with the site and its fur-
ther development. 

On site, certain characteristics are 
found to provide further knowledge 
about Bamstad and its problematics 
and possibilities. The site has an irra-
tional planning because of its existing 
structures and buildings, when seen and 
placed in a new contextual usage. This 
new usage of the site does not relate to 
its primary and original function as a 
steel industry, therefore certain changes 

must be made in the physical realm, to 
make it integrate in the new context of 
both everyday life of the city, as well as 
an established cultural hub.

The conclusion of how to work with 
both the interior of the site, as well as 
the exterior/context of the site becomes 
obvious. The problematics shows how 
the previous function of the industrial 
site could become a conflicting element 
in the transformation. This also con-
tributes to valuable scenarial changes 
in everyday life as a contrast. 

W “The architect, like other 
workers in our endeavor, is 
facing the inevitability of 
a change of profession: he 
will no longer be a builder of 
forms alone, but a builder of 
complete ambiances.” 

McDonough, T.:2010

Analysis Conclusion



65Ill. 65.1. Old Car at Site
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experienceless spaces where nothing is 
left to the imagination. The urban space 
becomes a dull and expected journey, 
with no memorable or noticeable el-
ements of the locations to guide you 
(Badger, 2017). 

Within modern cities, certain ideolo-
gies and hypotheses have been devel-
oped, where Jane Jacobs and Jan Gehl 
have made a certain impression on the 
development of urban spaces for de-
cades. Jan Gehl arrives at various con-
clusions on how to simplify a positive 
urban space, focusing on interaction, 
safety, diversity. The necessity of in-
teraction is of a high importance, but 
he meanwhile refers to the need of a 
division within the actual encounters, 
which meets in the public space, such 
as social activities, optional activities 
and necessary activities. The focus is to 
use the contact between the meetings, 
to create certain stimuli, and thereby 
create sensual experiences for humans 
(Gehl, 2006).

s an important change from 
the more spontaneous devel-
opments, as seen in european 
medieval cities, a certain ap-

proach towards the perpendicular grid 
based planning has been the focus for 
decades now, especially in the U.S, 
where an adoption of this dull plan-
ning development has been taken to 
extremes. 
Ideologies such as Frank Lloyd 
Wright’s Broadacre City and Le Cor-
busier’s Ville Radieuse, embraces this 
perpendicular structure of planning. 
They argue that it frees up the mind 
for unnecessary thoughts of guiding 
around the city, but instead it creates 

Jane Jacobs looked into the dense city, 
and drew relations between interac-
tions, encounters and to the safety of 
the public streets and the uses of it. 
The elements of social safety, and the 
fight against segregation, embrace the 
public sidewalk. According to Jacobs, 
this is often related to the continuous 
programming of the sidewalk, giving 
it a function, and thereby increasing 
the amount of people and eyes on the 
streets to define the city safety. This 

The Rational City

A hundred times have i thought New 
York is a catastrophe and 50 times: It is 
a beautiful catastrophe

Marx, 1973: 539

“ “
The city planning has for decades been focusing on 
many of the same themes and planning ideologies. It 
has become a nostalgic image of the rational city, which 
has moved further and further away from the adventur-
ous, experimental and sensuous behaviour. 
The situationists had ideas of a city, which interact 
with its actors and creates new understandings of life 
through friction, provocative and irrational scenarios, 
as well as awkward encounters. 

A

Ill. 67.1. 

Ill. 67.2. Blossoming Power
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but without an irrational approach to 
how the encounters of different groups 
could be met through friction and ex-
periential encounters. The division of 
elements, with social activities, option-
al activities and necessary activities, 
results in predicted scenarios and ex-

manner of programming often comes 
in rational developments, to create a 
broadened variety of the needs of the 
sidewalk users (Jacobs, 1965).
Jan Gehl and Jane Jacobs focuses on 
the rational way of planning the city, 

periences, instead of creating contro-
versial encounters by mixing them in 
an irrational and awkward manner. The 
safe city could still be driven by the 
encounters, but also by friction and the 
element of surprise. By provoking and 
situationizing awkward and alternative 
encounters, it could state an experien-
tial situation, focusing on the sensu-
ous stimuli between these contradicted 
meetings. 

Besides the social and planning orien-
tated elements, another movement has 
an important role in city development; 
the capitalistic influence on the field. 
Many idealistic values of planning, es-
pecially when it comes to the cultural, 
historical and public values of a place, 
are denied in the maximization of prof-
its from an area, which is often the case 
in today’s urban planning. The higher 
rate of profit becomes the driver behind 
development projects in cities, and 
especially within the cultural and his-
torical aspects of abandoned industrial 
areas, as an example (see Beauty in De-
cay, pp. 87). The public interests and 
attraction of a space no longer serve the 
public good, but instead it is only val-
ued if it results in profits (Mayo, 1988).
This approach of transforming histor-
ical and industrial abandoned areas, 
often falls into the way of profit-man-
aging, and thereby loses its value as a 

The ultimate motive of 
business interests is to build 
anywhere, any time with a 
capital investment to yield 
a maximum rate of return

Marx, 1973: 539

“

“

good urban space, referring to the hu-
manitarian and social intentions behind 
public spaces, made for the inhabitants 
and users of the city. The nostalgic 
and “safe” image often sets the frame 
for new developments, because of a 
certain fear that the more radical and 
experimental change is less profitable. 
Therefore a standardized image of the 
perfect city becomes a rational thought 
from developers and stakeholders, who 
searches for profitable stability and ar-
guments. 

Bamstad is an interesting area with big 
potential for the future development of 
Luxembourg City. Therefore the trans-
formation must prioritize the adven-
turous and experimental programming 
within a sensuous design and planning 
ideology, to avoid the rational city 
where capitalistic interests sees a rede-
velopment according to the functional-
ly and profitable mentality.

Ill. 68.1. The Voice of Diversity

Ill. 68.2. Revolution 



69Ill. 69.1. Detune the City.
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of understanding and analysing space, 
distances the designer from the role 
of survey and control, and returns the 
designer to the context of the everyday 
life, and the shifting character of urban 
experiences. This involves a highly 
personal involvement of the designer 
to map in an openly mental process of 
perception (see Method, pp. 12).

The former industrial site, Bamstad, 
could be a place of disorder and irra-
tionality, when placed in an everyday 
context, which in the hands of a func-
tionalistic urban development might be 
interpreted negatively as degraded and 
obsolete. But by placing the designer’s 

o facilitate new processes and 
alternative forms of interac-
tion, a case of methodolog-
ical inspiration is found in 

the situationist movement of the 1950s 
and 1960s, and their attempt to ques-
tion how city design and urban spaces 
produce value for its citizens. Their aim 
was to experiment with hybrid forms of 
social interactions, as an integrated part 
of city development, by engaging real 
life situations and social formations 
(Corner, 2011).

The situationists used satire, happen-
ings, manifests and utopian proposals 
to critique the existing conditions of 
city life and ‘detune the city’. Con-
structed situations of awkward encoun-
ters and disordered urban life would 
lead to altered behavior and new types 
of interaction. By creating commotion 
in conventional city life, it could con-
front functionalistic urban develop-
ments (see The Rational City, pp. 67), 
and advocate greater pleasure-driven 
and eventful everyday situations (Kiib, 
2012).

The situationist theoretician, Guy 
Debord, created a mapping method 
named ‘psycho-geographic study’, that 
contrasts conventional mapping meth-
ods and the understanding of space. The 
method reflects subjective perceptions 
and street-level desires, rather than 
mimicking the objective quantities of 
cityscape (Corner, 2011). This method 

perception in the situationist ideology, 
and explore how the existing urban 
spaces carry identity that can produce 
value for its future citizens, new possi-
bilities are allowed to arise. By openly 
experimenting and exploring the poten-
tial of the site, with all its abandoned 
assets and potentials, a transformation 
towards a more eventful and pleasing 
city life, can evolve in the eyes of new 
encounters and contradictory scenarios. 

The Situationists

Odd and awkward situations 
would attract attention and provide 
food for thought and also leed to 

altered behavior and other types of 
interaction.

Kiib, 2012: 21

“ “

T

Ill. 70.2. Situationist

Ill. 70.1. Situationist
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The world has become a place of mo-
bility and globalization, where free 
movement and the merging of count-
less cultures confronts the traditional 
understanding of place, which partic-
ularly is evident in Luxembourg city 
(see Luxembourg City Development, 
pp. 20). This change has resulted in a 
self-closing attitude, because of a sub-
sequent insecurity in the sense of place 
(Platzky and Massey, 1995). This lack 
of place has resulted in a desire for se-
curity within traditional identities and 
heritage, to create a stable aspect in a 
world of movement, cultures, and time. 

But places are also defined by the in-
tangible elements of subjective experi-
ences, which means that places change 

place is occupied by certain 
elements, such as the more 
physical ones as houses or 
trees. These elements create 

certain experiences within a place, but 
within a place there is also the more 
intangible phenomena, which relates 
to emotions and the phenomenology. 
A place in the understanding of Nor-
berg-Schulz and the spirit of place, be-
comes a term for these elements. Hence 
the meaning of a place is not just re-
ferring to location, but also to elements 
such as texture, colour, materiality. 
This leads to the understanding that 
the environmental character becomes 
the essence of place (Norberg-Schulz, 
1996). But what happens when the per-
ception of a place changes its character, 
its essence, its intangible phenomena?

according to processes in time and the 
people using it. Therefore the identity 
of place can have multiple interpreta-
tions according to its usages (Platzky 
and Massey, 1995). 

Hence the identity of place will con-
stantly be challenged in the pleasure 

The Identity of Place
The situationists movement had a drive for the intuitive elements of surprise, and 
were focused on the pleasure-driven elements when analyzing and understanding 
their environment. The value of experience becomes a leading factor in the under-
standing of a sites identity and place (Kiib, 2012).

Ill. 71.1 Contrasts in space

A place is made up by its structures, 
such as a landscape or a settlement, 
and these structures can be analyzed by 
divided into “space” and “character”

Kiib, 2012: 21

“

“

A

driven experiences and scenario based 
approaches of the situationists. The 
meaning of a place becomes a detuned 
and intuitive experience, that instead 
of an analytical and objective value, 
provides a unique understanding of the 
identity of place in a fragmented locali-
ty and a global society.

Instead of respecting the spirit of time, 
a focus should be on maintaining the 
spirit of place, since this could lead to 
an understanding of place that coex-
ist with the current global tendencies 
(Uskokovic, 2006).

Within this understanding, the heritage 
becomes a part of navigating the identi-
ty into a common role, and to use these 

diverse interpretations from the users in 
a place, to create a belonging in a frag-
mented society (Platzky and Massey, 
1995). 
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01
Industrial Site

The industrial site gets deserted, 
but the identity and buildings are 

left as they were.

The cultural heritage is being 
preserved, and getting ready for a 

collaboratory transformation.

02
Preserve the Heritage

03
Identity through 

Experience

The identity is being experienced in 
a multi-interpretatory atmosphere, 
which involves disorder and col-
laboration between new functions 

and the old heritage.

Ill. 72.1. Identity
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The reuse of deserted areas in Berlin’s 
subculture and temporal culture, was 
seen as a negative environment in the 
beginning by municipalities, stakehold-
ers and in general by planners. But in 
time, these bottom-up initiatives, squat-
ters and temporal users began to trans-
form the spaces into vibrant and active 
cultural hubs (Oswalt et al., 2014).
These temporary users were defined as 
the pioneers of multi-functional use, 
where they changed the subcultural 
orientation of temporary users, from an 
enclaved group which often gathered 
for political reasons, into contempo-
rary informal urban users. Unlike these 
sub-cultures and protest movements, 
the temporary informal users went 
from a focus on self-contained spac-
es, to the creation of public spaces that 
focused on culture and diversity. This 
brings in the catalysts essential points 
on how to create a successful attractor 
for an otherwise dead space, and in this 
way re-activate abandoned areas (Os-
walt et al., 2014).

These abandoned places are often for-
mer industrial areas, left as disused sites 
for decades before an actual renovation 
or transformation are set in motion, of-
ten on the basis of economical reasons. 

ince the end of World War II, 
a certain amount of deserted 
industrial areas have been left 
in time, and it was not until 

the fall of the Berlin Wall that these 
ideas about the re-use of space got in-
terpreted and incorporated into urban 
design. 

Hence, the temporary users become an 
attractive and valuable collaborator in 
the intermediate period to re-activating 
and preparing the site for  development. 
They are defined by a large amount of 
cultural and social capital, but low on 
financial resources. This relates them 
to social commitments, and with lim-
ited resources available to create cul-
tural gathering functions. They bring 
in an improvisational factor as a way 
to re-activate a dead space with few 
means (Oswalt et al., 2014). These 
cultural and improvisational users con-
tribute with an understanding of how to 
gather a variety of actors in an area. 
The final planning is not the goal, but 
instead time-limited interventions be-
comes the definition of this phase, to 

Activate The Disorder

interact with its various user groups, 
and to prepare it for further develop-
ment beyond only temporary uses (Os-
walt et al., 2014). 

The temporary usage are often used 
in the initiating and attracting phases, 
and as a result they leave a cultivat-
ed and activity-based footprint on the 
site, making it ready for further devel-

The detuned development of irrational city encounters, 
and the situationizing of awkward scenarios are essen-
tial in the situationist movement. This is used to create 
a vibrant and diverse environment, and to detune the 
ordinary image of the city. By integrating bottom-up 
initiatives and the artistic temporarity of urban cata-
lysts, the possibility for detuned situations and encoun-
ters can occur and result in a diverse identity for the 
future of Bamstad. 

S

Ill. 73.1. Structures on Site

Ill. 73.2. Street in Luxembourg
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02. Abandoned Industrial Area

The industri has been abandoned, and 
the buildings are standing unused, 

without future and without investors.

04. Future Planning can Proceed

From the activation of the area it be-
comes possible, through activation and 

attraction, to proceed strategies and 
plans for the previously abandoned 

site, and maintain some heritage, iden-
tity and a cultural footprint.

01. Functional Industrial Area

The industrial area is functioning as 
intended, before desertion and decay.

03. Temporary Activation as a Catalyst

The abandoned area is being taken over 
by temporary activity, used as an activa-

tion and a catalyst for attraction.

opment (Oswalt et al., 2014). But this 
usage of temporary activities, as a tool 
of urban revitalization, beholds internal 
conflicts and dilemmas, since they are 
used as a mean toward a rational city by 
capitalistic interests (see The Rational 
City, pp. 67). 

The temporary activities at Bamstad 
should therefore not be utilized only to 

initiate development, for thereafter to 
be evicted and subject of displacement. 
Instead the temporary uses should be 
the backbone for the development to 
rely and build upon, both in the ac-
tivation and the development phase. 
The bottom up initiatives are believed 
to evolve and support the ever chang-
ing and vibrant city life, which the sit-
uationists aimed toward, and should 

Ill. 74.1. Activate the Disorder 

thereby have a fixed placement at Bam-
stad.
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uxembourg is a city of a mul-
tinational population, which 
requires a sociological un-
derstanding of how people 

interact with each other and a place 
(see Luxembourg City Development, 
pp. 20).

The geographer Edward Relph ex-
plored the definition of sense, identity 
and attachment of which places play 
in the ordinary human life, to unravel 
and describe why and how places be-
come meaningful to people. He provid-
ed a study of human situations, events, 
meanings and experiences in everyday 
life (Seamon & Sowers, 2008). Accord-
ing to Relph, the fundamental quality 
of place is its ability to spatially order 
and focus human intentions, experienc-
es and behavior. The key element of 
this quality was arguably the concept 
of “insideness” and “outsideness”, and 
the identity of which varying combina-
tions and intensities of these two terms 
could create (Seamon, 1996). If a sub-
ject is feeling inside a place, the person 
has attained a sense of being present, 
safe, enclosed and at ease, rather than 
mentally absent, threatened, exposed 
and distressed. To explore the sense of 
alienation, strangeness and segregation 
versus integration and belonging, Relph 
introduces seven modes of insideness 
and outsideness based on the various 
levels of experiential involvement that 
provides identity (Seamon, 1996).

Social Utopia

In activating and cultivating city life, the situationists 
explored and challenged conventional ideas about 
social interaction, which provided new thoughts on how 
to transform and develop the city But they also exper-
imented with provoked and awkward encounters, and 
their outcome in regard to the social state of mind. 

Existential insideness
Defines a situation of feeling at-home-
ness and attached. Involves an experi-
ence without deliberate self-conscious 
reflection. The subject feels a deep be-
longing to the place of experience.

Existential outsideness
Narrate a situation where the subject 
feels separated, alienated, unpleasant 
or oppressed. Relph argues that a lot of 
contemporary physical designed places 
contribute to this experience uninten-
tionally, such as suburban sprawl, dis-
solution of urban downtowns and the 
decline of rural communities.

Objective outsideness
Involves a situation of a deliberate dis-
passionate attitude and separating one-
self from place. A scientific approach 
to the environment as something to be 
studied and manipulated as something 
extern.

Incidental outsideness 
A place that stays in the subjects back-
ground and is a mere setting for ac-
tivities. Places of unawareness to the 
subject, like a landscape or a place one 
drives through on the way to some-
where else.

Behavioral insideness
When the subject is deliberately aware 
of the appearance of the objects, views 
and activities in a place. A feeling that 

L

occur when becoming familiar with the 
paths, landmarks, signs and more, of a 
new place.

Empathetic insideness 
A situation when the subject attempt 
to experience and deeply understand 
a place through interest, empathy and 
concern.

Vicarious insideness
Involves a situation of profound in-
volvement in place through a second-
hand medium. The subject is mentally 
carried to place by imagination when 
exposed to photography, paintings, 
writings, music, motion pictures or oth-
er medias

When the situationists promoted the 
awkward encounters and the pleasure 
driven experiences, they wanted to 
provoke and disrupt the rational and 
functionalistic city (see Situationists, 
pp. 70). But to provoke and create 
awkward encounters, without terror-
izing and disrupting ordinary citizens, 
is a balancing profession. Spaces must 
therefore be organised and designed in 
regard to an understanding of where 
visitors and inhabitants can establish a 
feeling of insideness and outsideness - 
where they are dragged into the awk-
ward experiences, and where they are 
mere spectators passing through.

Ill. 75.1. Gab Filler Project - Social Space
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Bamstad will become a cultural hub 
of many different nationalities. 

If the cultures does not respect and 
understand each other, segregation 

and exclusion will occur.

If the place is programmed accord-
ing to accommodate and integrate 

different groups, cultures and 
nationalities, a sense of belonging 

will occur.

!

!

!

The citizens of Luxembourg has a 
strong connection to the sites 

history.

By bulldozing and rebuilding, the 
history of Bamstad will be 

destroyed, and the citizen will loose 
his connection.

By preserving the sites history and 
identity, the citizens maintain an 

emotional and empathetic connec-
tion to the area.

?
??

Bamstad can be an attraction point 
for tourism in Luxembourg city.

Bad connection and no information 
creates an area of unawareness.

By creating accessibility, informa-
tion points and attractions, the 

tourist will be deliberately aware of 
the Bamstad.

INFO
?

??

!

There is currently workplaces on site 
and this will continue in the future.

If the area becomes a place only to 
work upon, with no emotional 
attachness, the workers will 

deliberately separate oneself.

Cultural and knowledge exchange, 
where the workers also enjoy 

spending their spare time.

!

!

Existential Outsideness

Existential Outsideness

Existential Insideness

Empathetic Insideness

Incidential Outsideness Behavioral Insideness

Objective Outsideness Existential Insideness
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Ill. 76.1.  Placeness   
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hrough both analytical and 
theoretical studies certain 
parameters have been devel-
oped, which support an ap-

proach derived from the Situationists 
movement. In the mappings of Lux-
embourg (see History of Luxembourg, 
pp. 18 & Luxembourg City Develop-
ment, pp. 20) it is visible how the city 

Conclusion

Detune The Mind
Reinterpret the rationality. Reinterpretation of the preserved heritage.

Identity: Preserve the Heritage

Activate The Dynamic Disorder
Attract and activate the scene 

before leaving a dynamic footprint.

The Experimental Awkwardness
Awkward but dynamic social encounters

 focusing on diversity.

already is subject to rapid and disor-
derly changes, and that the population 
consists of dynamic and multicultural 
ethnicities. This could foster alternative 
and experimental planning approaches, 
with culture and experimental scenar-
ios in focus, but as the case of many 
transformations in Luxembourg, the 
typical development process follow the 

Ill. 78.1. The Future of Luxembourg?   

Ill. 77.1. Parameters from Theoretical 
Discussion

rational city principles (see The Ra-
tional City, pp. 67). The situationist’s 
method of perceiving and detuning the 
city therefore defines the periscope of 
the following parameters, as well as 
setting the direction for a further devel-
opment of both the strategy and design 
of Bamstad. 

T
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The static, idealistic postcard city, of which liberals and finan-
ciers tend to favor in a search to maximize profits, is a cultural 
and historical denial of place (see The Rational City, pp. 67). 
Instead of hiding and destroying the abandonment and decay 
from the past, it should be used as memorable objects of mean-
ing to build the future upon (see The Identity of Place, pp. 71). 
Disorder is established by incorporating the present in the past 
to create spaces of liberation and self-invention, full of playful, 
ever-changing and spontaneous urban experiences that afford 
and initiate urban activation (see Activate The Disorder, pp. 
73).

Hence, the project aims at situationizing unexpected and awk-
ward encounters based on programmed irrationality (see So-
cial Utopia, pp. 75).

Vision
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How to develop strategic principles, which embraces and 
preserves the historical identity and its decay, while creating 
synergies to the city and stakeholders, as well as ensuring a 
processual transformation?

Problem Statement

How to design a detailed scenario of a selected area in the 
activation phase, year five, which enhances the atmospherical 
and pleasure driven experiences of an industrial romanticism, 
while embracing unexpected and awkward encounters in a 
space of contrasting environments?

STRATEGY

DESIGN
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TREASURES
NO. 04                 SPATIAL IDENTITIES             

ESCAPE

WHAT MAKES HER BEAUTIFUL



82 Ill. 82.1. Abandoned Building  on Site   
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84 Ill. 84.1. Abandoned Building  on Site      
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86 Ill. 86.1. Abandoned Building  on Site   
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ut it can be relevant to rise 
question about the value and 
aesthetics of these industri-
al landscapes and the per-

ceived atmospheres these landscapes 
radiate. Could these aesthetic traces of 
the past be generators for the future, 
and why should they?  

Industrial landscapes define an over-
whelming amount of leftovers and ru-
ins from industrialism. Ruins which for 
decades has made impressions because 
of traces back in history, which reflect 
upon time and our society (Braae, 
2015). They are appealing in various 
ways because we are particularly atten-
tive to time, temporality, and the dual-
ity of performance and impermanence, 
where industrial ruins, such as waste-
lands, make a particularly strong claim 
for our attention due to their sheer size, 
materials and former functions.

In the later years many transformations 
of industrial heritage sites have been 
taken place around the world. These 
urbanised landscapes appear as diffuse, 
disordered structures comprising di-
verse urban features, while others ap-
pear quite orderly and structured. But 
common for the transformations is an 
indication of a paradigm shift from in-
dustrial production to a cultural reflec-
tion on cities and their social changes 
(Braae, 2015. p. 20). 

Ruhr District in Germany, including 
Emscher park shows how an industrial 
landscape can be turned into a cultur-
al landscape. The run-down industrial 
landmarks of the region has been trans-

B formed to serve new recreational uses 
while still preserving the area’s rich 
history (DAC, 2014). It has become a 
symbol as well as a stimulus for urban, 
economic, social and environmental 
change (Brown, 2001). Emscher Park 
strived to preserve and reuse the ruins 
and traces from the past to communi-
cate and preserve the region’s identity 
and history. This redevelopment has 
given the region a greener image, cre-
ated a more cohesive community, while 
maintaining the area’s identity (DAC, 
2014).
The transformation of Emscher Park 
shows how powerful the concept of a 
“park” can move beyond the boundar-
ies of the traditional American defini-
tion. Braae argues that in everyday lan-
guage ‘landscape’ is often synonymous 

with nature or natural surroundings, 
thus masking the fact that landscape 
denotes a particular view of the natu-
ral surroundings, and only to a limited 
extent correlates with the cultural pro-
cesses which relates to nature.” (Braae, 
2015. 124)

Ill. 87.2. Emscher Park

Ill. 87.1. Emscher Park

Beauty in Decay
Industrial areas were once places of production, but today a great number of these 
places are empty shells without any activity. The industrial production is a notion of 
the past, often with cultural significance, and as such provides an important sense of 
history and identity, with aesthetic qualities deriving from its architecture, design or 
planning. (Cossons, 2015). 
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A former industrial site in Luxembourg, 
called Belval, was transformed to a city 
quarter in the beginning of the new 
millennium, which offers work, retail, 
living and cultural life. The layout of 
Belval is clearly shaped by city blocks 
which settles between the traces of the 
post-industrial era. The layout is inter-
esting and creates meetings between 
past and present. Monumental industri-
al traces create curiosity and conflicting 
encounters in the cityscape, because of 

its massive scale. But although the lay-
out fascinates, the streets are empty and 
the monuments stands with a lack of 
life between them. This speaks to prob-
lems within the development strategy, 
which was based upon an instant ideol-
ogy where everything was built within 
a few years, without an initiating acti-
vation phase. 

Belval has great potential of becom-
ing a vibrant city with Luxembourg’s 

biggest concert hall, Rockhal, The 
University of Luxembourg and many 
new residential buildings, but because 
of the instant development it will take 
many years and a lot of subsequent in-
vestments before a vibrant city life can 
thrive (see appendix 4; Belval Study 
Trip).   

Looking at the two case studies, there 
is an interest to accommodate the vast-
ness of new urban development, while 
addressing the dilemma of what should 
be retained and why. Industrial land-
scapes address great value to the urban 
space and a movement of contrasting 
the traditional landscape. The the case 
of Belval also exemplifies the impor-
tance of cultural activities to kickstart 
development projects.

Landscape’ is often synonymous with nature 
or natural surroundings, thus masking the 

fact that landscape denotes a particular view 
of the natural surroundings, and only to a 

limited extent correlate with the cultural pro-
cesses that relates with nature 

“

“

(Braae, 2015. 124) 

Ill. 88.1  Belval, Luxembourg
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Identity Analysis

“The elements of architecture are not 
visual units or gestalt; they are en-

counters, confrontations that interact 
with memory” 

(Juhani Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses)

rchitectural atmospheres are 
perceived through emotion-
al senses, where light, air, 
sound, colors and material 

presence create the perception of spac-
es (Zumthor, 2006). These phenomeno-
logical perceptions are the very essence 
of how the lived life is experienced. Ar-
chitecture and art can express a sense of 
self and being, which allow us to fully 
engage with both physical and imag-
inary spaces. Instead of architecture 
being mere objects of visual seduction, 
architecture should relate, mediate and 
project meaning (Pallasmaa, 2005). Ar-
chitecture should therefore not be expe-
rienced as series of isolated objects or 
pictures of visual pleasure, but a force-
ful emotional perception of natural and 
historical settings to invite engagement. 

This section analyses the identity and 
spatial qualities inherent on the site. 
These qualities should be used as a 
foundation for future development, so 
the area will transform with an integrat-
ed material and experiential approach, 
which provide spiritual and historical 
identity.

The different locations of investigation 
(see map on opposite page) are mapped 
out as areas which have a different or 
unique identity. These locations should 
not be understood as specific areas with 
a clear border, but diffused areas that 
intersect and overlap.

The method focuses on an intuitive ap-
proach to understand and experience 
space, identity and in general the at-

mospheric environment. The industri-
al romance is, through these analyses 
and registrations, being enhanced and 
shown as elements of contrasts, to the 
world outside of this forgotten realm 
in the city. Awkward encounters and 
staged situations are being derived by 
these historical elements, and their 
atmospherical identity, to later be im-
plemented as preserved frames for re-
interpretations of the cultural value on 
Bamstad and its history.

A

Ill. 89.1. Location of Interest
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LOCATION

LOCATION

LOCATION

1

3

6

Detuning the mind is focusing on an 
intuitive approach, derived from the 
Situationists as a method to understand 
the site (see The Situationists, pp. 70). 
Instead of the conventional and objec-
tive understanding, which mimics the 
objective qualities of cityscape, it be-
comes an understanding of the derived, 
the seductive and the intuitive elements 
in the street-level desires, inspired by 
the situationists’ psycho-geographical 
analysis.  

Detune the 
Mind

Each of the parts have identities re-
lating to each other, but with differ-
ent connections, as well as different 
atmospherical relations. The arrows 
represents these connections, both by 
identities and physical aspects. The 
dashed arrows define the more intan-
gible relationships, whereas the filled 
arrows represents the tangible relations 
and connections. by their size. 

This analysis creates an understand-
ing of how the center can be perceived 
from the subjective and intuitive level 
of a mapping technique, where it all 
centers around the middle, both in con-
nections as well as atmospheres. 
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LOCATION

LOCATION

LOCATION
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Ill. 92.1. Detune the Mind
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LOCATION

Bamstad is a hidden pocket within the 
modern civilisation - a step into history, 
which provides a wide variety of spa-
tial qualities. The embodied experience 
with the spaces is characterized by con-
trasts, where extreme spatial propor-
tions create almost sublime spaces. The 
arrangement of buildings and objects 
provide playful spaces that differs from 
linear lines to curved and non-orthogo-
nal compositions.

LOCATION

LOCATION 1

1 LOCATION 2

3 LOCATION 3

Woaw this street has 
such a cosy scale

Such a dynamic 
street-scape!

The monster is eating 
us! ruuuunnn!!

This structure really 
frame the street

Look it’s a portal to 
the industrial era!

Monstrous 
Qualities
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LOCATION 33

LOCATION 6

LOCATION

LOCATION LOCATION

LOCATION LOCATION

4

5 5

6 63

The plaza is framed by 
historical buildings

This warehouse is 
just top notch!

The structural 
shapes are smooth!

What a nice ruin, would be 
nice with a beer down there

This is such a open space, I 
can see everything from here

Ill. 94.1. Spatial Qualities
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The site is filled with historical and 
heritage elements, which represents 
a lost past in the former industrial as-
pect. These elements could be certain 
characteristics of a new development, 
maintaining a more concrete part of the 
identity in a more objective manner. 
The elements could be reinterpreted 
into different functions and narratives, 
and correspond with the situationizing 
of both guiding fun-scapes or mon-
umental landmarks, in a new under-
standing of industrial heritage and its 
decay. 

Look honey! 
It’s the new Bamstad!

What a playful bridge!

Not sure if this was the point...

What is this madness!

What a weird home...

It’s an industrial playground!

LOCATION

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

LOCATION LOCATION

1

1 1 6

6 6

A Blast from 
the Past
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A blast from the past!
I wonder what floats 
their boat now...

An interesting monument! 
Could use that to get mother 
out of bed...

Look mom! 
Industrial Dinosaurs!

What a contrast! And 
lovely platforms for 
chilling at...

It sure feels like another 
world, and my God 
these proportions!

LOCATION

LOCATION

LOCATION

LOCATION

LOCATION

LOCATION

LOCATION

LOCATION

LOCATION
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Ill. 96.1. Historical Elements
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Wooden Door
Several of the entranceways to the buildings 
are made of solid wood.

Steel Container
Several containers are independent objects 
left from the industrial past.

Old Brick Wall
The primary building material on site is brick.

Steel Pavement
Near Bamhaus, steel plates have been used 
as leveling pavement.

Birch Tree Bark
Trees are growing where they are 
allowed on site.

LOCATION

LOCATION

LOCATION

1
5
6

LOCATION 3

LOCATION

LOCATION

1

3

The materials on site are characterized 
by their origin and history, and express 
a decay influenced by human usage. 
The tactility of these materials are 
rough and industrial, where the patina 
and wear increases and enriches the 
experience and identity. The overlay 
and juxtaposition, which these materi-
als create to the modern city, provide a 
sensorial experience, where deteriora-
tion of wood, brick, concrete and steel 
enhance the industrial atmosphere.

LOCATION 1

LOCATION 1

Skin of decay
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Rocky Road
Many of the roads at ArcelorMittal are temporary 
and made of rocks and gravel.

Steel Beam
Steel is the primary construction and loadbearing 
material in the old buildings.

Wood Beam
In the south-eastern area construction mate-
rial is shattered around.

Steel Fence
Transparent and semi-transparant fences 
are places around the site.

Concrete  Walls
Concrete is used in smaller structures e.g. 
shelters.

Leca-block Walls
Leca walls are used as infill within the 
brick walls. 

3

1

3

LOCATION

LOCATION

2
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LOCATION 2

LOCATION

LOCATION
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LOCATION 4
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Ill. 98.1. Textures on Site
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The identity and the atmosphere of a 
place has the materiality as an import-
ant factor. The diversity in the material-
ity, brings in a certain understanding of 
how such a focused industry could still 
integrate so many different variations 
in its materiality, which also relates to 
the tactility. The materiality found on 
site gives an atmosphere of a crumbling  
past in dilapidated disorder, and con-
tributes to the atmosphere and identity 
that differs completely from the every-
day context. 

When time crumble, I 
crumble...

I wonder how many 
stakeholders it takes to 
screw me back on...

Not sure if it was insur-
ance fraud, but that fire 
really turned me black...

Humans can’t stop me!

Has anyone seen Screw?!

Pieces of Decay
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I guess I should be fired..
I’m not really keeping people out 
anyway...

I’m both rough... And smooooth...

I guess I didn’t isolate enough...

I feel burnt, abandoned and dusty...

I guess I’m a dying breed...

Ill. 100.1. Collections on Site
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“Atmosphere is similar-
ly an exchange between 
material or existent 
properties of the place 
and the immaterial 
realm of human percep-
tion and imagination”

 (Pallasmaa, 2014:3)

Ill. 101.1. Industrial Romance
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She Can’t be Replaced

between the social welfare of architec-
ture, urban design, and the overuse of 
newness in shapes to create attraction 
without genuine arguments. (Koolhaas, 
Otero-Pailos and Carver, 2016)

Rem Koolhaas explains that a certain 
retreat back to the existing, and the 
preservation within architecture must 
be made, both to use preservation as 
an evidence of the once socially com-
mitted architecture from before the ¥€$ 
regime, but also to sustain and enhance 
the cultural values within the percep-
tion of a building or a space. Instead 
of actually tearing down a cultural her-
itage, there are ways of preparing an 
inclusive development, where the pres-
ervation comes into focus and becomes 
a part of, once again, a more social 
and cultural oriented reinterpretation. 
Within the ¥€$ regime the exaggerat-
ed form language to achieve newness, 
is a measure to meet the market’s de-
mand. By retreating to the preservation 
practice, the architecture will not focus 
on creating instantly iconic buildings, 
but instead bring back the cultural 
perception, and ways of reinterpreting 
the frame which brings out its cultural 
meaning. (Koolhaas, Otero-Pailos and 
Carver, 2016)

An industrial area in decay creates not 
only the spatial values in the architec-
tural sense, but it is also a part of the 
change in the interpretation of the for-
mer history of that industrial area. The 

hy preserve you might 
ask, or why this fascina-
tion of a culture in decay? 
The questions of pres-

ervation and its importance can be 
related to architecture and its history 
throughout a wide spread of confron-
tations, both good and bad. Before the 
retreat towards the obsession of the 
past, it is important to understand how 
architecture went from being socially 
committed, to being a tool of capital-
istically handled developments and 
self-contained approaches. (Koolhaas, 
Otero-Pailos and Carver, 2016)

The term and functions of an architect 
have been through a change in the last 
few decades. A mocking formulation 
was focused onto the architect and his 
work, and the field itself had become 
a work without necessity or genuine 
functionality to the public and the us-
ers. Within these last few decades, an 
immediate and obvious beauty has been 
the achieving goal as an architect, but 
before this, it had roots in approaches 
which involved the social welfare of a 
development and a design. It went from 
being a work of sociological and hu-
manitarian roots, to become a capitalis-
tically handled development, which has 
proven an isolated and fairly self-con-
tained way of working with its context, 
both in a physical frame as well as a 
sociological frame. This capitalistic 
approach is called the ¥€$ regime, and 
in its grasp it creates quite a contrast 

W

history of Bamstad might include the 
negative memories of a factory which 
caused pollution and damage to its 
workers, but when seen in the sense 
of decay, it has the possibility of in-
corporating the understanding that this 
factory will not be running again. The 
fallen industry could therefore be seen 
in a positive approach to how decay can 
stage a reinterpretation of the culture. A 
justification towards preservation could 
therefore be achieved to announce 
symbolic and historical values. (Braae, 
2015) 

Old development often has a stronger 
cultural relevance than new, and the 
staging of the preserved becomes pos-
sible, for example by the framing in a 
new context. It can also be a comple-
menting factor to relate new devel-
opment to the preserved, where sim-
ulations can lead to preservation and 
reinterpretation. (Koolhaas, Otero-Pai-
los and Carver, 2016)

“Preservation is not 
necessarily the change 

of architecture, but 
more a new way of per-

ceiving it” 
(Koolhaas, R., Otero-Pailos, J. and Carver, 

J., 2016)
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Spatial Identity Conclusion

vious analyses and registrations lead 
to an understanding of the site and its 
values in a variety of matters, with each 
of them focusing on different phenom-
enological aspects. 

The registrations in “Detune The 
Mind” (see pp. 91) create an overall fo-
cus on how the site can intuitively be 
defined, and it creates an understand-
ing of a phenomenological division on 
site. The elements of fascination, the 
structural decay and its identity corre-
spond in different ways depending on 
how the experience is being perceived. 
The intuitive elements therefore creates 
a small knot in the middle, connecting 
four districts and becomes a center of 
orientation. 

Besides the geographical understand-
ing of the site, the materiality and the 
tactility contributes to the phenomeno-
logical and atmospherical values of an 
industry in decay. It illuminates the fas-
cination of a culture in decay, a forgot-
ten past and a contrastively experience, 
which differs from the everyday life. 
Together with the intuitive and sub-
jective definitions of spatial qualities, 
historical elements and the detuned 
mind, they contribute to the industrial 
romance, and relates to how a reinter-
pretation of this island could become a 
step into a new world, a step into a new 
experience.

hen it comes to the aes-
thetic aspect of these 
preserved elements, it re-
lates to the subjective un-

derstanding and experience of spatial 
qualities, as well as the cultural signif-
icance. A preserved building does not 
necessarily lead to atmospheric quali-
ties, spatial qualities or cultural reinter-
pretation.

The approach of Bamstad focuses on 
how these different values within a 
space can make the relation to its iden-
tity and history in a spatial experience 
and a cultural reinterpretation. Identity 
and atmosphere can interact with the 
perception of a space, and enhance the 
qualities of what its purpose has been, 
or it could enhance the experience in 
the contrast of reusing a space within a 
new context. 
The guiding element towards an under-
standing of the possibilities found in the 
ruins of the steel industry, becomes the 
foundation of an industrial romance. In 
this romantic transformation the aim is 
therefore to let preservation be a fram-
ing factor throughout the process. In 
the future of Bamstad the preservation 
will remain a framing principle, to fos-
ter cultural significance throughout the 
development.

Themes and repetition become an im-
portant factor in the industrial identity, 
as well as its spatial qualities. The pre-

W
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Bamstad February, 2017

Romance & Industry 

Ill. 104.1. Spatial Identities
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Change the mindset
Ill. 105.1. A Moment on Bamstad
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DEVELOP IT
THE FUTURE OF BAMSTAD
NO. 05           STRATEGY           DEVELOP OVER TIME
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Water Management

 Year 1 - 5

Culture
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The northern area will be developed between 
year 6 and 10 +. The Southern part should be 
the catalyst for development, and when the area 
is well known and used, the next phase can be 
developed. 

The area will be developed 
as a cultural hub, where 
people can gather and meet 
on common ground. It is 
important to create a 
cultural hub, to make it 
attractive for the city and 
the neighborhood. 

To develop a city area, it is necessary to have top-down 
development. The aim is to balance between top-down 
and bottom-up, to create areas in synergy with both 
communal activation and top-down developers.  

Accessibility is important to include the public 
and make them aware of the area. The existing 
entrances does not invite for public use and the 
site is hidden behind trees and the river, which 
exclude the area from the neighborhood. 

The bike path will be developed 
within the first years, to connect 
the site to an existing bike and 
pedestrian lane between south and 
north. 

The southern part will be developed during the first 
five years, where the focus will be on catalyzing and 
creating awareness of the new Bamstad and its new 
transformation.

The soil on site is polluted and to avoid further 
spreading to the context, water management should be  
a focal point in the transformation.

The site is divided into two different phases , to 
ensure fluid growth and knowledge about the 
site. 

Ill. 107.1. Strategy Concept
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attractive for the city and 
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To develop a city area, it is necessary to have top-down 
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and bottom-up, to create areas in synergy with both 
communal activation and top-down developers.  

Accessibility is important to include the public 
and make them aware of the area. The existing 
entrances does not invite for public use and the 
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exclude the area from the neighborhood. 
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within the first years, to connect 
the site to an existing bike and 
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The soil on site is polluted and to avoid further 
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ensure fluid growth and knowledge about the 
site. 
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he strategy is centered around 
an expanding transformation, 
where the development will 
be initiated in the southern 

part of the area and grow to include the 
entire site throughout the years. In this 
way the transformation slowly adapt to 
the expanding needs of the city, while 
the development on site can evolve in a 
natural and flexible way.

Three milestones within the phasing of 
respectively year 0-5 and year 6-10+ 
have been appointed to guide the devel-
opment. Across these milestones nine 
principles have been selected to ensure 
the future development of Bamstad. 
These have been chosen on the basis of 
the analysed situation to accommodate 
stakeholders, the neighborhood and the 
preservation of spatial identity. 

The strategic principles intend to pro-
vide a framework and guidelines for the 
activation and future transformation of 
Bamstad into a cultural hub, and should 
in this regard not be seen as a fixed 
masterplan.  

The principles include:

Necessary demolition
Some of the oldest structures are in 
very bad conditions and can’t be ren-
ovated. Demolition of these buildings 
are therefore a necessity.

T Preservation 
In order to preserve the spatial qual-
ities and the history of the site, many 
of the existing structures are preserved 
(see Chapter; Spatial Identities, pp. 81). 
Further when building preservation is 
not possible, the strategy aim at pre-
serving structural elements with spatial 
qualities and identity.

Carfree Expansion 
The municipality has a vision to create 
a resilient mobility and transportation 
system, which rely more on active mo-
bility and public transportation than 
individual cars (see Infrastructure & 
Transportation, pp. 27). Therefore the 
strategy will work on a carfree expan-
sion which slowly forces the cars out 
of Bamstad.

Bikes and Pedestrians 
The municipality aim towards a more 
smart and sustainable growth, with the 
emphasis on soft mobility (see Infra-
structure Around Bamstad, pp. 50). To 
promote bikes and pedestrians the strat-
egy must focus on soft infrastructure 
and open the site to the public, both as 
an example for the city and as a state-
ment for future development.

Catalysts 
The area is currently a hidden island 
and not very attractive or accessible for 
the public (see Site Specific Analysis, 
pp. 55). Therefore to attract and put fo-
cus upon the future area of Bamstad the 
strategy must include catalysts which 

Strategy for Bamstad

The strategy for the urban development of Bamstad aims at 
providing strategic principles, which embrace and preserve the 
atmosphere and identity of decay and abandonment on site. 
But since the current situation of the site is in a complex state 
of affair with pollution, existing industrial programs and poor 
public accessibility, the strategic principles have been phased in 
order to ensure the direction of future development.

will activate the area before develop-
ment.

Cultural Heart: 
From contextual analysis it is visible 
that the area needs cultural attention 
and meeting spaces in the neighbor-
hood (see Activate the Disorder, pp. 
73). Therefore a cultural center and 
meeting point for the development 
must be included in the strategy.
Themes Development
On the basis of spatial qualities it is 
concluded that the area has a variety of 
atmospheres and identities (see Iden-
tity Analysis, pp. 90). These identities 
provide possibilities for future develop-
ment and must therefore be developed 
accordingly.

Living 
According to the municipality plan, the 
district of Dommeldange will experi-
ence an increase in population growth 
throughout the next decades (see Stake-
holders - The Municipality, pp. 41). In 
accordance to this, ArcelorMittal wish-
es to profit from their land through the 
housing sector. Living is therefore an 
important necessity in the future of 
Bamstad.

Water Management 
Because of the former industrial use 
upon the area, the site is very polluted 
and is currently a source of groundwa-
ter pollution (see Pollution, pp. 53). 
Water management will therefore be 
a way to prevent the pollution from 
reaching the groundwater and spread-
ing out in the context. 

Strategy, Reading Guide:
For each of the nine strategic principle, 
three design parameters are visualized 
to indicate how the strategy could be 
implemented in the creation of an expe-
riential atmosphere, which corresponds 
to the vision. These design principles 
will furthermore become the parame-
ters of the detailed design in the next 
section.

The phased plan is visualized in the di-
agrams, where red symbolizes year 0-5 
and black 6 - 10 +.
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The oldest part of the site consists of 
build structures, which are more than a 
hundred years old. Furthermore there 
was a fire in the old warehouses a few 
centuries ago, which heavily damaged 
the buildings beyond repair. Therefore 
demolition of the oldest parts is a ne-
cessity for the future urban develop-

ment. Demolition of some of the exist-
ing buildings also open up for outdoor 
public spaces. 

Ill. 111.1. Necessary Demolition

Unable to preserve

Necessary Demolition



Ill. 112.1. Scenarios about Demolition112

01: Buildings in very bad condition

02: Gentle demolition

03: Preserve structural elements

Handling of  the 
Demolition Process

Age is really catch-
ing up with me... I’m 
too old for this shit!

Heeeelp meee!

Don’t worry, we’ll be 
gentle

Ahhh how wonder-
full, I can breathe 

again. I’m ready for 
the future now!
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The strategy aims at preserving the 
identity of the industrial past, which is 
bound to the spatial qualities the build-
ings and structures provide. It is there-
fore an important criteria to preserve 
the historical and sublime spaces, by 
renovating and refitting existing build-
ings, and preserve industrial structures 

and elements where demolition is nec-
essary. Further existing programs are 
already situated in buildings on site, 
which fit their purpose and are there-
fore worth keeping.

Ill. 113.1. Preservation

Building Preservation

Structural Preservation

Program Preservation

Preservation
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Handling of the 
Preservation Process

I’m still beautiful! 
People have just 

forgotten about me

With a little appro-
priation, I can house 
and inspire new life

... and if done right, 
my beauty can rub 
off on new develop-

ments too. 

01: Buildings worth preserving

02: Renovate and refit

03: New gentle development

Ill. 114.1. Scenarios about Preservation
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Carfree from year 0

Carfree from year 5

Carfree from year 10

Carfree Expansion

Bamstad is aiming to challenge the 
Luxembourgeoise car mentality and 
therefore create an area of soft mo-
bility where the car is excluded. The 
soft mobility is of high priority, where 
shared spaces between soft mobility 
modes should frame the streetscape. 
This transformation will gradually take 
place as the area will develop and slow-

ly push the automobile infrastructure 
towards the periphery of the site. The 
process gradually change the mindset 
of the general luxembourgeoise citizen, 
and make them aware of the conse-
quences of the car.
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I can’t get a foot to 
the ground ‘cause of 
this mobile madness

It pollute and make 
noise, but at least I 
have a space now

I can relax and 
wander around in my 

own pace!

Ill. 116.1. Scenarios about Car expansion

01: Many cars

02: A few cars

03: No cars

Handling of the Carfree 
Expansion Process
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Bike & Pedestrian Lane; Year 0-2

Bike & Pedestrian Lane; Year 2-5

Bike & Pedestrian Lane; Year 6 <

Bikes and Pedestrians

When cars in the future will be exclud-
ed from the site, there will be room for 
bikes and pedestrians in shared-space 
corridors. In the first few years a bike 
connection to the existing bike paths 
will be established in the east, while 
opening up the area to the public in the 
west. Next it will be important to estab-

lish good infrastructural connections to 
the center of the site, which will inter-
sect in the heart of the area. As the area 
will be developed the infrastructural 
system will grow in the northern direc-
tion.
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01: Undefined neglected infra-
structure

02: Car exclusion and path devel-
opment

03: Shared space as well as defined 
green mobility.

Handling of the Bike 
and Pedestrian Process

I’m lost and those 
cars are killing me!

I feel free to wander

This environment feels 
safe and playful!
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Temporary 
Catalyst

Phase 1; 
year 0-5

Phase 1; 
year 6-10

Permanent 
Attraction

Catalyst

The catalysts consist of temporary in-
stallations, events and activities which 
evolve from temporarity in abandoned 
and empty spaces, to become fixed in 
permanent places. This tool is first used 
to activate the southern part of the site 
in the first five years, then later in the 
north, to foster public life and develop-

ment. But instead of removing the cat-
alysts when the area starts developing 
it is planned to provide a permanent 
place for culture and activity, so that 
bottom-up activities are not pushed out 
by the top-down.



120 Ill. 120.1. Scenarios about Catalyst

01: Abandoned

Handling of the 
Catalyst Process

02: Catalyse and activate

03: Move catalyst to new location

Why won’t anyone 
play with us!

A mushroom in me? 
I feel funky baby....

What a trip! People 
noticed my potential

I want a mushroom too!

Groooovy....
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Cultural Heart

Cultural Heart

From the mapping method “Detune 
the mind” it became clear that the site 
is concentrated around a central area. 
This area has some significant and 
unique structures, which guides and 
invites usage in both niches and larger 
monumental structures. A cultural heart 
for the site will therefore be established 
at this location. These spaces will pro-
vide permanent places for the catalyz-

ing activities, and function as the local 
meeting point for the site, neighbor-
hood and the city.

“Landmarks become more easily iden-
tifiable, more likely to be chosen as 
significant, if they have a clear form; 
if they contrast with their background; 
and if there is some prominence of spa-
tial location.“ (Lynch 1960:78-79) 
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Cultural Heart  
Integration

01: Currently people have nowhere 
to meet

02: A cultural attractor could pro-
vide this at Bamstad

03: Meeting point for the area

Where were we meet-
ing the others again?

What the hell is this?

Aliens!...

Macabre, but at least I 
can find it...

Pump up the beat 
Luxembourg!

I have no idea 
where i am...
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Learning; year 0-5

Culture; year 0-5

Work; year 6-10

Research; year 6-10

Industry; year 0-10

Living; year 10+

Living; year 10+

Themes Development

On the basis of the different identities 
on site, Bamstad will be divided into 
themes for development. These themes 
will provide the foundation for the 
phasing of development and shape the 
atmosphere. Programs will be mixed 
but dominated by actors who support 
the intended atmosphere for the differ-

ent subareas. An example could be in 
the living area. This area will mainly 
be housing, but public programs and 
smaller shops or restaurants will still 
appear in the streetscape to create di-
verse experiences.   



124 Ill. 124.1. Scenarios about Themes Development

01: The first themes start to acti-
vate the space

02: Themes start to overlap

03: Mixture of themes

Handling of Themes 
Development Process

What a cozy little place...

Wait, there’s more!?

Okay team, we’ve been 
training for this. Activate!

Team two, 
ready? Infiltrate!

Okay teams, let’s blow their mind!

Such a dynamic and 
vibrant  space...

Red leader, standby...

Blue leader, standby...
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Plots for housing 
development 56.000 m2

Living

During the last 10 years the surround-
ing districts of Dommeldange and 
Eich have experienced an increase in 
population by around 37%, meaning 
676 newcomers in Dommeldange and 
750 in Eich. This population growth 
is expected to continue, with about 
800 new inhabitants in Dommeldange 
from 2016-2026. 50% of these will be 
housed at Bamstad, with a wide variety 

of accommodations, ranging from art-
ist living, social housing, dormitories, 
luxury apartments, and standard. urban 
dwellings. Some of the housing will be 
developed in existing structures, while 
others will be in new housing projects.



126 Ill. 126.1. Scenarios about Living

01: Hanging structures

02: New structures on old heritage

03: New development

Handling of the different 
types of Living

I feel inspired in this 
jungle of hippiesAn industrial framing of 

culture... Interesting...

What am I sitting on??

I feel like Tarzan in 
these industrial lianas

Wow, we support each other 
better than expected...

What’s up Fred?

I’m just so happy 
we’re a part of this!
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Potential wetland areas: 
26.200 m2

Catchment areas:
156.000 m2

Water Management

During the Industrial Revolution pol-
lution became a major problem, which 
today has consequences for the envi-
ronmental quality, as well as restric-
tions for the development of the area.  
Because of the pollution in the ground 
at Bamstad, the water management is 
an important factor to consider in the 
redevelopment. Currently rainwater, 
which infiltrates through the soil, will 

bring the contamination down to the 
groundwater and spread the contamina-
tion to the wider context. Therefore wa-
ter management will focus on handling 
rainwater on the surface in systems 
which avoid infiltration and exposure 
to the groundwater.  (see Sections, pp. 
145-146, 151-152, 159-160, 167-168 
and appendix 5; Water Management).



128 Ill. 128.1. Scenarios about Water Management

01: Polluted desert

02: Collect and prevent infiltration

03: Staging the underground pollution. 

Handling of the 
Water Management

I hate when 
this happens...

Hey Mom.. Look at 
that reflection...

Hey Water, you are 
not supposted to 

leave the party yet!

Laa la laa...

I hate humans...

Such a weird creature... 
What are they doing now?

Maybe they aren’t 
completely useless...

I’m alive!
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he revitalization of Bams-
tad will be an incremental 
development, to let commu-
nities embed themselves in 

the place-making. By gradually devel-
oping the area, smaller projects and 
bottom-up initiatives are encouraged, 
and can contribute to more vibrant and 
cultural spaces in the activation. The 
instant planning, or the master plan, 
designed at once and built in a single 
building phase, which relies upon big 
real estate developer companies and 
investors, have been favorable for the 
last 70 years because of its predictabil-
ity, neat and tidy aesthetics. But these 
ordered developments tend to trans-
form the city into cold living machines, 
instead of vibrant and desirable cities 
for the people (see The Rational City, 

pp. 67). Bamstad will therefore rely 
upon a gradual and fluent transforma-
tion, which minimises the high upfront 
costs and the need for quick returns, 
which often contradict the needs from 
communities, and instead focus on the 
awareness and activation of the new 
Bamstad.

Due to ArcelorMittal’s ongoing occu-
pation of the northern part of Bamstad 
and the already established activities 
in the southern part, the development 
of the first five years will focus upon 
the activation of the southern half of 
the site. Here the activation, renovation 
and cultivation will initially be the fo-
cal point, for later to be supported by 
residential development.

T

Timeline (year 1-5)
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Ill.130.1. Timeline for the first 5 years
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ecause of ArcelorMittal’s 
monofunctional use of the 
northern part of Bamstad the 
development here is suspend-

ed until the activities in the southern 
half has been firmly embedded and are 
able to naturally expand northward. 

The north-south division of Bamstad 
should therefore not be seen as two sep-
arate phases, but instead as overlapping 
and fluent stages, which grow incre-
mentally and with synergies from one 
another. It will create a mirrored part 
of the southern phase, to create a fully 
functional cultural heart in the middle, 
with the expansion of living and work 
surrounding it.

This phase will be developed by the 
same processual principles as the 
southern part, where the activation of 
individual plots will take place to cat-
alyze them before they will be finally 
developed.

B

Timeline (year 6-10+)
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Ill. 132.1. Timeline for year 6 - 10
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35,9%

23,7%

37.000 m2

20.000 m2

16.000 m2

14.000 m2

9000 m2

4000 m2

56.000 m2

12,8 %

10,2%

5,8 %

5,7 %

2,5 %

Residential

Percent usage

Work

Public Space

Culture

Research

Education

Parking

Ill. 133.1. Estimate of Use in Percent
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he strategy is not based on 
a factual development, but 
upon guiding principles to 
frame future scenarios, which 

could facilitate experimental options 
and create an awareness of what could 
happen in the future development of 
Bamstad. The strategy should ensure 
a strong development with guidelines 
that structure and control the develop-
ment.

The principles are framing a strategic 
concept of an activation, to give the 
future design directional guidelines 
about how Bamstad could and should 
be transformed into a cultural hub for 
the city and its visitors, instead of only 
relying on capitalistic solutions within 
the housing and accommodation sector. 

The orientation upon a cultural hub 
within the strategy is focusing on a 
promotion of the city and its social 
and cultural values, which brings in 
the question; who profits from Bams-
tad? The economic profit is not the im-
portant factor for the transformation of 
Bamstad, instead the profit lies within 
the enhanced quality of the city, its in-
habitants and the cultural heritage. 
But even though the main function of 

T

Strategy Conclusion

Bamstad lies within the cultural and 
public realm, the strategy still propos-
es a development of 56.000m2 housing 
and accommodation. This will create 
a dynamic and diverse experience of 
Bamstad, which embraces interactions 
between public and private. 

Without relying on the image of a ra-
tional new city district, with its shop-
ping streets and bars, the site will have 
the function of an attraction point, to 
enhance the cultural heritage in the 
attractions and sensorial experiences. 
This way the city benefits from a cul-
tural platform, which extend beyond 
the cultural value of the inner city and 
towards the areas where the inhabitants 
actually live (see Luxembourg City De-
velopment, pp. 20). This will create a 
connection between the inner city and 
the periphery of Luxembourg, which 
contributes to a community orientated 
platform and meeting place alongside 
the cultural values.

Bamstad could create a step away from 
the ordinary city life, and create alterna-
tive and sensorial experiences that are 
not present within Luxembourg City 
today, which in the following chapter 
will be visualised and presented.
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The Importance 
of Activation

amstad is currently a void in 
the urban tissue of Luxem-
bourg, due to the stoppage of 
previous industrial activities. 

The site stands as sequences of open 
fractures, absences and industrial dis-
mantlement, but with a huge potential 
for social intervention and develop-
ment. 
The most important phase of the trans-
formation is therefore in the initial 
phase where punctual intervention, 
restoration and an enhancement of the 
industrial heritage will aim toward in-
volving, inviting and initiating a pub-
lic debate and concern about Bams-
tad. The first re-activating years of the 
transformation is therefore the most 
important ones, which will determine 
the direction of the development. If the 
activation of Bamstad will prove suc-
cessful and reach a social and cultural 
consensus, the following phases of de-
velopment will prove profitable. 

Within the following few years the 
future situation of the site will be de-
termined by ArcelorMittal, and if deci-
sionmakers are not challenged in their 
thinking, the site will very possibly be 
developed by the traditional introverted 
and excluding housing standards which 
is seen throughout Luxembourg. 

The next chapter will therefore center 
around a detailed design from the ac-
tivation phase of Bamstad, and prove, 
as a scenario, how this activation could 
occur and provide social, cultural and 
historical development. This approach 
will create a solid foundation for the 
future to built upon, as well as show 
how an experiential awareness could 
contribute to a further establishment of 
Bamstad. 

B
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Detailed Design

he detailed design has been 
placed in year 5 and in the 
area which offers the most 
public and cultural affordanc-

es in the strategic development. The 
detailed plan is 7.000 m2 large and has 
been chosen because of the importance 
of the activation phase. 

The area visualizes multiple problem-
atic statements, derived from the strat-
egy as well as analyses of the site, and 
thereby gives an attempt to solve these 
critical obstacles, with a focus on ac-
cessibility, awkward encounters and 
experiential values of the cultural her-
itage. 

The importance of this area is to visual-
ize an example of how these synergies, 
between the top down and bottom up 
initiators, could work in a holistic ap-
proach, and create the first few steps 
toward an implemented activation of 
the site, as the beginning of a socially 
sustainable transformation of Bamstad.

As the strategy supplies important in-
sight in a phased transformation, it also 
creates parameters for the detailed de-
sign. The parameters are incorporated 
in each of the nine strategic principles, 
and are being developed within the de-
sign oriented stages, in a visual attempt 
to stage a possible design for the acti-
vation phase. 

T
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01
Preserve the romance of an industry in decay.

02
Embracing the existing seriality creates repetitive divisions 

between the structures and buildings.

03
A main corridor as a cutting element of access and distribu-

tion of life and new development.

06

The dead and cold pres-
ervation of the aban-
doned industry

The existing seriel layers 
creates a division 
between the structures 
and buildings

The main corridor as a 
cutting element of access 
and distribution of life 
and new development

The implimented corridor 
embraces the division 
and distributes life into 
the structural and built 
seriel division

The polluted ground 
contributes to a new way 
of using the structures to 
hang the new develop-
ment in, to stage the pol-
lution

Artist Living

Youth House

Public Gym

Bamhaus

Event Space

Industrial Graveyard

The confetti of life will 
manifest into the pre-
served elements and 
create a contrast of 
life/new and dead/old 
elements
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Ill. 141.1. Concept Diagrams of 
the Detailed Design.
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04
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05
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SECTION; CC 
(The Industrial Graveyard)

SECTION; BB 
(The Cultural Warehouse)
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Ill. 145.1. Section AA, Longitudinal Section 1:400

Ill. 145.2. Section EE, Bamhaus 1:600 Ill. 145.3. Section DD, Artist Living & Public Gym 1:600

Embrace the Seriality
Embrace the SerialityEnhance the Serial Experience

Building a Story Takes Breaks

Rainwater Inflow
Water OutletRainwater is being directed 

towards ponds in the Industrial 
Graveyard in pipes, to prevent 
contamination.

From the wet detention ponds, the 
water can be lead out into the river, 
without any traces of contamination.
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Ill. 146.1. Section CC, The Industrial Graveyard 1:600 Ill. 146.2. Section BB, The Cultural Warehouse 1:600

he design embraces the serial 
layout of the former steel facto-
ry, where the industrial buildings 
are constructed in a clear direc-

tional plan, based on the former function-
ality. 

The main path in the design is cross-cut-
ting this directional layout, which makes 
the experience of following the path shift 
dramatically in character and identity, while 
distributing programs on each side of it. By 
cross-cutting the industrial layout the spa-
tial proportions change, as one is moving 

from one warehouse to another. The spatial 
qualities within each of these warehouses 
beholds an individual character, which cre-
ates a very diverse experience when mov-
ing from the context towards the center of 
the site. The shift between open and  closed 
spaces is enhanced, and contributes to the 
programming and the experience.

For people to absorb and notice the change 
in spatiality and atmosphere, the in-between 
spaces between the build structures are not 
programmed and provide a buffer zone. Al-
though it is important to mention that these 

T buffer zones are not homogeneous emp-
ty zones, but have their individual spatial 
character, they providing a pause in the ex-
perience and separate one programmed area 
from another. 

The seriality of programmed and in-be-
tween zones, which are lined up as spatial 
pearls on the main path, creates contrasting 
spatial atmospheres where one is constantly 
moving from a narrow and intimate space to 
a wide and vast area.

Embrace the Seriality

Embrace the Seriality
Embrace the Seriality

Build Up the Suspension

Building a Story Takes Breaks
Change the Experience

Rainwater Inflow
The old railtracks are collecting the rainwater 
from the unpermeable areas, and directing it 
towards the ponds in The Industrial Graveyard.
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Bamhaus
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Winter Scenario 

Summer Scenario 

Ill. 149.1. Two Scenarios of Bamhaus
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Bamhaus

oving from the noisy traf-
fic, that characterises Lux-
embourg, you are invited 
onto the post-industrial 

site of Bamstad by the intriguing red 
brick chimneys in the horizon, which 
makes you wonder and awakens your 
curiosity and the inner child within ev-
ery person.
When crossing the river by the steel 
bridge, which mimics the industri-
al identity, the noise from the city is 
drowned by the sound of bustling water 
and the treeline on both shores, and the 
atmosphere of old industry sends you 
back in time to a simpler world of fixed 
and static identities.
The path over the narrow bridge ends 
between two of the old red brick 
buildings, from the industrial era of 
the 1930’s, which has been restored 
to fulfill a new purpose. Behind these 
buildings a lofty and vibrant street 
environment opens up on both sides. 
The street itself stands physically un-
touched besides an open wound in a 
railway track, that runs parallel to the 
lines of the built layout - from here the 
earth has found a retreat once again. All 

along the street people are entering and 
exiting the buildings. Some seem deter-
mined and focused, as if their thoughts 
were blocking all external impressions, 
while others are just hanging, talking, 
smiling and laughing, as if no worries 
had ever entered their mind.

A patch of land has been unrolled, like 
an attached pocket next to the street. 
A collective atmosphere exists here 
where a few youngsters eagerly discuss 
with some older artists across a huge 
wooden table. Even though the con-
versations are intense and the different 
cultural backgrounds and generations 
shift provide material for discussion, 
they eagerly share the food on the table 
like old friends.
The environment and atmosphere along 
the street welcomes you. The people 
and the historical heritage intrigues you 
to explore more, and the main path, ex-
tending from the entrance, guides you 
further into Bamstad.

M
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A Place with a View

The Path

Historical Elements

Pipe Management

Invite Curiosity

A Connected Visuality

Reinterpret the Heritage

Pipes leading the cleaned water from 
the Industrial Graveyard, into the 
river, avoiding any contamination.

Get an Overview

A Cutting Element

New Functionalities

Framing the Entrance & Path

Groundwater
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hen entering the site by the 
bridge in front of Bamhaus, 
the passage narrows in be-
tween two of the old brick 

buildings from the 1930’s. The visibility is 
thereby focused upon the continuous main 
path, which cuts through the industrial her-
itage and guides the visitors towards the 
cultural heart of Bamstad. On both sides 
of the entrance two large containers greets 
the visitors as industrial monuments from 
the last millennium, but with a reinterpreted 
functionality as compost containers for the 
community gardening. 

Behind these two buildings the environment 
opens up to both sides and provides a shift 
in the spatial character from closed to open. 

W

The Seriality
From Close to Open

The Contrasts of Space

Groundwater
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Ill. 153.1. Collage of Detailed 
Design of Bamhaus
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Artist Living & Public Gym



156 Ill. 156.1. Visualization of Artist Living & Public Gym
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Winter Scenario 

Summer Scenario 

Ill. 157.1. Two Scenarios from Artist Living
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Artist Living

uided by an intense urge 
to explore the wide linear 
paths, which slits through 
the industrial heritage, forc-

es you to enter a slender passage where 
you find yourself in the middle of a 
tense and awkward situation. You are 
not really sure what to make of your-
self, but feel at ease since the path pro-
vides a safe spot where you know you 
are allowed to linger upon. 

On one side a huge curtain wall rises 
up as a gateway into a public and active 
sports facility. Several students from 
the nearby production school have 
their daily physical activities in this 
building, and they are currently setting 
up for a football match. Some of the 
youngsters from the community house 
almost bumps into you as they pass by 
at high speed to enter the building, in 
an attempt to capture a corner of the 
sports field before the students hijack 
the whole space. 

To the other side an unmistakeable 
smell of grass makes you turn your 
head. A few alternative artists in their 
twenties and thirties are hanging out on 
a pile of pallets, which form different 
seating and hangout spots, in the middle 
of a narrow passage. The space conveys 
a comfortable and intimate atmosphere 
because of the dynamic dwelling units 
in warm materials, which dramatically 
rises up on both sides of the passage in 
the old structural columns.

Your eyes are caught by one of the 
artists who invites you with a gesture 
to take a look inside their exhibition 
space bordering the main path. But 
the industrial atmosphere of what lies 
ahead drags in you, urges you to move 
forward. You pass on the invitation - it 
can wait a bit, there are more important 
adventures to dive into.

G
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Staging & Acting
Stage Between Programs

Public - Community
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t the passage between the sports 
facility and artist living it once 
again creates a narrow corridor. 
The atmosphere and the spatial 

qualities differs from the entrance, since it 
is not heavy brickwork which borders the 
main path, but glass and wooden facades. 
The sports facility to the south has a curtain 
wall out to the main path and thereby stages 
the activities inside, whereas the artist liv-
ing to the north is a side corridor to the main 
passage, with units of wood and slates. The 
atmosphere here is therefore characterised 
by juxtapositions and awkward encounters 
between public and private staging each 
other. Even though the spatial qualities of 
the passage is narrow, the atmosphere is 
spacious, and contributes to an intimate 
space of community and creativity. 

A

Community

Multiple Niches

Staging & Acting

The Common Ground

Smaller Intimate Spaces

Stage Between Programs

Shared Areas & Facilities

Shared Communal Areas

Public - Community

The Adult Playground for Display

Pipe Management Rainwater Management
Pipes leading the rainwater 
towards the wetponds in the 
Industrial Graveyard.

Water is collected between the old 
railtracks, to prevent it from infil-
trating into the polluted soil, and 
further down into the groundwater.
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Ill. 161.1. Collage of Detailed 
Design of Artist Living
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The Industrial Graveyard



164 Ill. 164.1. Visualization of The Industrial Graveyard
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Winter Scenario 

Summer Scenario 
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The Industrial 
Graveyard

n open space of hazy lights, 
bristling grasses and a smell 
of morning mist greets you 
as the path guides further into 

Bamstad. Moving from the narrow pas-
sage that enclosed you with volumes 
and life, to this abundant and rath-
er empty space where the weight and 
tactility of materials makes you aware 
of light and proportions. This gives 
you the experience of being in a huge 
casket that is opening up towards the 
sky, where the old walls and structur-
al remains are lined up as tombstones 
from the hundred year old warehouse. 
You feel alone here, but not in the sense 
of loneliness and fear, but more like 
a child whose attention is caught by 
something that makes it wander off on 
its own to explore the world.
In-between the tombstones a wild na-
ture is overtaking the space and rising 
up to battle the height of the structures. 
It is a battle which reflects upon the 
fragility of our civilization and how 
tenuous man’s grasp on nature really 

is. But when looking up towards the 
tree crowns, the old roof structures and 
the sky, a movement catches your eye. 
Several wooden boxes with large win-
dows have been hung in the structure, 
and something or someone is moving 
around in there, shortly to appear in 
the view of the window for thereafter 
to disappear again with a fast move-
ment. It is a boxing and a ballet studio 
in the boxes that catches your attention, 
which stands as a strange contrast to 
the otherwise abandoned and quiet at-
mosphere outside. 

The wild nature in the graveyard greets 
you and invites you to take a stroll upon 
the wooden staggered bridge which, 
together with some graffiti on the old 
warehouse walls, gives an impression 
that a subculture is hidden somewhere 
around here. But some loud noises and 
flickering lights takes your attention to-
wards what is in front of you and the 
stroll continues along the wide main 
path.

A
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t the graveyard the spatial 
qualities shifts again where the 
dimensions and proportions 
change radically, from the nar-

row to a wide and vast space. It becomes a 
layered space in the vertical direction, since 
the hanging boxes provide multiple experi-
ences of being outside, under or inside. This 
makes the spatial qualities within the space 
shift from wide and exposed to compressed 
and intimate. Besides this, the hanging box-
es and the elevated promenade stages the 
polluted ground as a part of the experiential 
essence of the sites history. 

A

Hanging Elements
Staging the Contrast

Old vs New
Dead vs. Life

Stage the Pollution

Historical Frames
Sense of Historical Space
Framing New Elements

The Changeable Landscape
Detention ponds, sized to contain up to 858,4 

m3, are places as small lakes, but due to 
different rain fall intensities, it can change 

the landscape and overfloat parts of it.

Groundwater
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Space in Space

Staging - Acting

Change of Pace

C
ontrast of Atm

ospheres

From Open to Closed
Intimacy in Monstrous Surroundings

The Membrane
The Outlet

To collect and prevent the rainwater 
from dragging down contamination 
into the groundwater, a membrane has 
been placed to create detention ponds.

The collected water will be 
directed out into the river to 
the west, without collecting 
any contamination.

Groundwater
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Ill. 169.1. Collage of Detailed design of 
The Industrial Graveyard
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The Cultural Warehouse



172 Ill. 172.1. Visualization of The Cultural Warehouse



173Ill. 173.1. Two Scenarios from the Cultural Warehouse

Winter Scenario 

Summer Scenario 
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The Cultural 
Warehouse

y following the noise and 
flickering lights, you are di-
rected under a monumental 
roof, which poses a sublime 

atmosphere, where suspended wooden 
boxes and hanging pathways crosses 
the space in a dramatic composition. 
It is not a beautiful space you have en-
tered but a monstrous and raw space 
which plays with perspectives and a 
framing of interior vs exterior. The 
hazy light from the former open space 
of the outside is contrasted by a dark 
and gloomy atmosphere inside.

As your eyes adjust to the darkened 
light you notice quite a few people and 
recognises the reason why you entered. 
A few men are setting up a stage in one 
side of the warehouse, while a few light 
operators are testing the light design. 
Sound systems, instruments and cables 
are handled by experienced hands, and 
the sound from the work echoes in the 
great space - apparently a performance 
is gonna take place tonight.

A few laughs and the sounds of forks 
and knifes against ceramics make you 

spin around and look up. On top of one 
of the wooden boxes, which houses a 
café, are several people enjoying a meal 
with the grandiose view down into the 
framed warehouse. The mixture of peo-
ple who has met here for a meal strikes 
you. Steel workers from the factory in 
the north are enjoying a break, while a 
few elders in extravagant suits are wait-
ing for the performance. Next to them, 
a few artists have come for a coffee 
since they find the area inspiring. You 
reckon that a common ground is estab-
lished for a diverse and contradicting 
group of people. This makes you feel 
welcome and at ease even though the 
layout of the space signalizes temporar-
ity and flexibility.

You decide to linger here for a bit. 
Your other plans for today can wait. 
You want to remain in this feeling for 
a little while longer. The area, it’s iden-
tities and atmospheres have provided a 
unique experience. Let’s stay and see 
what kind of performance they are get-
ting ready for.

B
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ntering the warehouse as the 
center of the cultural heart, spa-
tial proportions of the structures 
and roof marks a clear distinc-

tion between inside and outside. Hanging 
walkways and boxes are dividing the long 
space, while a open and functional ground 
floor creates a unity. The proportions sym-
bolize the “out-of-this-world”-experience 
of Bamstad’s history, and creates spatial 
qualities for a dynamic layout of the usage 
in the vertical as well as the horizontal di-
rections. 

E

Framing Roof

Multiple Levels12 Meters Above Ground

Explore the Space
A Change From Light to Dark

Level Variations
Intersect the Verticality

Groundwater
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Space in Space

Instant Intimacy
Adoptable Spaces

Breaking the Space

Multiple Levels
Crisscrossings

Explore the Space
Piranesian Paths

Level Variations
Space Variation

Intersect the Verticality
Intersecting the Openness

Groundwater
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Ill. 177.1. Collage of Detailed Design of 
The Cultural Warehouse
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The Make-Up

he materiality has been 
used to channel the idea 
of the outside world cut-
ting into Bamstad and 

spreads out confetti of life. This man-
ifested life is shown through warm 
materials, hereby referred to wood as 
an example. Hence the new and the 
old stands in contrast within tactility, 
as well as the visual. Besides wood to 
represent the warmth of the new devel-
opment and the new life, an approach 
towards colored materiality has been 
used to simulate the element of contrast 
and concept as well. In this way the 
concept is stated in a clear visual way, 
to enhance and clarify the conceptual 
power of the project. 

The old materials on site are being used 
as the contrasts to these new elements. 
The raw and almost rusted steel will 
stand as artificial coldness along with 
the red brickwork marked with a long 
past (see Skin of Decay, pp. 97). The 
decay will be framed by the contrasts, 
and function as the cultural heritage, 
housing the new life and the new usage 
of Bamstad. 

Steel
The existing steel has a certain char-
acter of man-made and structural pur-
poses. It is often associated with these 
structural functions, and relates to a 
rather cold and sterile atmosphere in 
their tactility. The steel structures have 
through time been exposed to rust, and 
the sterility and the light colours have 
in some parts achieved a look of aban-
donment and decay (see Monstrous 
Qualities, pp. 93).

Concrete
Concrete is used for the main path cut-
ting through Bamstad and distributes 
life, and is chosen because of its practi-
cal materiality when it comes to transit 
zones. It is fitting for frequent transit 
and it embraces every form of mobility 
for the area. The concrete path is cutting 
through the site and floats out into the 
Cultural Warehouse, to symbolize this 
cultural heart of Bamstad in the pave-
mentation. The light grey colour of the 

T concrete is creating a colour difference 
to the distributed areas,  to maintain it 
as a uniting and functional element. 

Asphalt
Within the current situation on site the 
roads are asphalted in a grey tone, but 
their conditions are quite bad. The as-
phalt will be used as pavement once 
again to maintain the character of a 
heavy loaded vehicle road from the 
past, and to have a colour and tactility 

Ill. 179.1. Collage of different Materials

Then it comes to the materiality used in the design of Bamstad, a focus has 
been on how to display the conceptual contrast between the new (life) and 
the old (dead). 
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difference from the main path, which 
will be in light grey concrete. Besides 
this, it also creates a connectivity be-
tween the community oriented pro-
grams such as Bamhaus and the Youth 
House, and it becomes a common 
ground between them.

Brick
The existing buildings are made of old 
red brick, which is preserved to main-
tain their original expression, and con-
tribute to the industrial heritage in the 
development. Hereby they will also 
contribute to the conceptual contrast, 
and be a part of the old and dead.

Wood
As a manifestation of the concept, the 
wood has been implemented as a con-
trast to the steel, the concrete and the 
asphalt. This enhances the value of a 
conceptual perception of the newly in-
corporated elements, as well as giving 
intimacy to the elements, which houses 
functions and public orientation. Wood 
has the quality of aging which relates to 
the human scale, and hereby also brings 
in a high interpretation of what is con-
sidered as new in the contrast to the old 
industrial preservation.
 
Vegetation
As being an industrial area consumed 
by decay and abandonment, some plac-
es have been taken over by wild veg-
etation. This vegetation is used and 
enhanced to stage the abandonment 
of the industry, hence the contrast be-
comes essential once again as a part 
of the concept of the transforming in-
dustry. The vegetation will, like the 

wood, implement the incorporation of 
life, and hereby incorporate the human 
scale with its aging qualities, and create 
a dynamic and changeable landscape 
throughout the seasons.

Colour
As an element corresponding to the 
concept of the new life cutting through 
and manifesting in the old industry, a 
colour simulating melted iron will run 
through the site upon different mate-
riality. The colour is used as a strong 
statement of the concept, and visualiz-
es a warm colour referring to the wood 

All Matter exists in the con-
tinuum of time; the patina of 
wear adds the enriching expe-
rience of time to the materials 

of construction.

“

“

Pallasmaa, 2014:31

and the vegetation. It will have differ-
ent tactility since it is used on different 
materiality, such as the main path of 
light grey concrete, and the railing on 
the metal staircases. This will make it 
stand more obvious, more perceptually, 
and visually talk to the users interpreta-
tion of new and old, life and dead. 
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he time diagram addresses 
the pulse and rhythm over 
a year. It is not a linear pro-
cess, it is a pulse defined by 

the social framework, relationships, 
temporary use of space and fixed forms 
that control the flow of people. Tem-
porary events can be a change in rela-
tionship, replacing one for another and 
be a stepping stone to something new. 
Temporaity invites the city to rethink 
arrangements, explore and experiment 
toward possible alternatives for the fu-
ture (Madanipour, 2017). 

The rhythm should be understood 
through the dynamics of urban tempo-
raity balanced with the fixed programs, 
to open up broader perspectives on 
how time and space is embedded and 
expressed in the life of the city. Tempo-
rary events become an integral part of 
the way time unfolds at the site, which 
should strengthen the diversity of ex-
plorations and experience for a wide 
range of people (see Activate the Dis-
order, pp. 73). 

The aim is to be able to change the 
pace of the city and citizens, because 
this pattern of events should invite for 
curiosity and involvement.  It is a way 
to test, explore and experience the fu-
ture of the city, by alternative orders 
of events, rather than conforming to 
an image of permanence and perfec-
tion (Madanipour, 2017). Introducing 
awkward encounters based on events 
and programs, that seem to be random, 
outside the normal rhythm of things, 
and disrupting the settled habits of 
the everyday life, should shake and 
might change the way we see and use 
the city. As seen in the diagrams they 
explore the balance between fixed pro-
grams and temporary events. The bal-
ance between these should shake the 
“normal” everyday rhythm, weave the 
social sense of time together, and blur 

the boundaries between temporary and 
permanent. 

Cultural Warehouse
The Cultural Warehouse is charac-
terized by several temporary events 
and a few permanent programs. Some 
events such as “National Day in Lux-
embourg”, Film Festival or Open Air 
Festival, are activities that influence 
and appear in the whole city, but the 
Cultural Warehouse can facilitate some 
of the festival programs. The Cultural 
Warehouse changes the relationship 
and create awkward encounters be-
tween programs and people. It is an 
adaptable space, that rapidly change for 
new temporary events. The rhythm of 
activities is a movement between tem-
porary events and permanent programs, 
which create an atmosphere that is not 
made for one target group, but a broad-
ened range of people. 

Industrial Graveyard
The Industrial Graveyard addresses 
temporary outdoor events and perma-
nent programs, which are very defined 
by the change of the seasons. The high-
est intensity is during spring, summer 
and autumn, where outdoor activities 
can grow and involve people. During 
winter the use of the area will change 
as well as the landscape and nature 
will change. The change in season 
will be reflected in the use of the land-
scape where the recreational walk will 
change to kayaking due to heavier rain-
fall events or ice skating during winter. 
The aim of the programs and events is 
to reflect how the landscape changes 
over time and how you can embrace 
these changes by different approaches 
in new sceneries. 

Artist Living
The flow of activity in Artist Living, is 
defined by the change in seasons in a 
way, where the highest activity is during 

spring and summer, as the temperature 
drags the programs and events outside. 
The area is defined by a creative atmo-
sphere, where artists have their every-
day life. The aim is to blur the border 
from a traditional living area, to an area 
that combine living, exhibition, work-
shop space, urban gardening and space 
for pop-up events. By creating these 
awkward and changeable encounters, it 
may be possible to change the pace due 
to this pattern of different events that 
invite for curiosity.

Public Gym
The activity in the Public Gym is de-
fined by high intensity during spring, 
autumn and winter, and a lower intensi-
ty during summer. Warm temperatures 
invite people to go outside and exer-
cise, as well as summer holidays will 
minimize the indoor activities.  

Bamhaus 
The creative co-work office is defined 
by a creative atmosphere between dif-
ferent artists. The highest intensity of 
activity is during spring and summer, 
where the space invites for outdoor 
events and activities. Bamhaus collab-
orate with many different people and 
companies, which create an environ-
ment that is very inclusive and welcom-
ing for bigger events, as well as smaller 
pop-up events. 

T

Intensity
Over a Year
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he diagram visualizes how 
the area is used by different 
groups of people during a 
day. The city is not a stat-

ic and fixed environment, but a place 
with intersections from many different 
people and networks. Luxembourg City 
has a diverse collection of people with 
different cultural backgrounds, which 
create interesting meetings. Looking 
at the district in Dommeldange, there 
is a lack of public interaction, besides 
the meeting in the local bar, restaurant 
or grocery store (see Programs Around 
Bamstad, pp. 48). The proposed design 
strives towards creating a framework 
for social interaction between a broad-
ened range of people.

Whyte argues that social life in pub-
lic spaces contribute fundamentally to 
the quality of life of individuals and 
society as a whole. There is a need for 
physical places that facilitate civic en-
gagement and community interaction 
(Whyte 1988). By creating public areas 
that are inhabited by a variety of people 
belonging to different social groups, it 
can be argued that it would create some 
awkward encounters. By gathering so-
cial groups in one place it will possi-
bly evoke questions and mutual respect 
crosswise different social groups. 

Urban design affects the way people 
behave and use the city, therefore it has 
been important to develop a design that 
focus on human intentions, experiences 
and meetings between people. Tempo-
rary events as well as fixed programs 
should embrace the vibrant, sustain-
able and comfortable environment. But 
more importantly, create those awk-
ward meetings between people, that 
can make them ask questions about the 
place and its placeness. 

As seen in the diagram it addresses 
some of the many target groups that 
could occur on the site. The aim is to 
visualize how the site could be used 
over 24 hours and how different groups 
will interact and involve with the envi-
ronment. People has different agendas, 
some are going for the weekly yoga 
class, while a rock concert creates an 
event in the Cultural Warehouse. These 
awkward encounters show how the 
area can adapt to the everyday life, as 
well as temporary events that invites a 
wide range of people. The meeting be-
tween an everyday situation and a short 
term event breaks the rhythm and the 
regular flow of the same type of peo-
ple. It is these dynamic and awkward 
encounters that make an environment 
interesting to be a part of. 

T

User
Intensity
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I Can't Swim

How to get over there?



187Ill. 187.1. Stakeholders, Interviews.

Actors on Site

Bamhaus’ vision for the future is to 
keep expanding their creative industry 
and co-working space, and become a 
platform for innovative products and 
cultural activities. Currently they are 
occupying parts of the street environ-
ment in the western part of the site, 
with mainly co-working space, housing 
18 creative freelancers and independent 
artists. In the following few years the 
community envisions an expansion to 
include about 10 new members of the 

In the activation period several actors will have an influence on the development 
and determine the direction of which the transformation will follow. These ac-
tors have different visions for the future and encompasses different demands and 
challenges of which the site needs to accommodate. But these actors also provide 
opportunities and strengths that the development can built upon.

Through several talks with the local resi-
dents in Dommeldange, mainly in the age 
group of 35 to 60 years old, it was con-
cluded that the industrial site of Bamstad is 
a hidden place that people does not know 
about. Many of the residents know about the 
former industrial use, and a little about the 
current maintenance facilities of Arcelor-
Mittal, but have never seen or been on the 
site themselves. None of the local residents 
know that the site is publicly accessible.

Further the locals have never heard about 

Ben Barnich, 31 years old, Manager
Christian Muno, 35 years old, Manager (see appendix 1.1; Interview with Ben 
Barnich & Christian Muno, Bamhaus)

community, and expand their activities 
further up along the street (see appen-
dix 1.1; Interview with Ben Barnich & 
Christian Muno). Bamhaus aims to be-
come a link between culture, entrepre-
neurs and the neighborhood by facilitat-
ing events and cultural happenings on 
site. But currently the area is privately 
owned, which restricts their activities, 
they are therefore willing to invest and 
buy parts of the Dommeldange site to 
expand their activities.

Bamhaus, or any of the other activities on 
site besides ArcelorMittal, which shows a 
lack of public awareness and accessibility. 
The neighborhood is an important actor in 
the development and the activation. There-
fore accessibility is essential elements in the 
following years. 

Bamhaus

Local Resident 

The future depend 
on a commen vi-

sion and a greater 
community

It’s valuable land 
and great for fu-
ture development
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The conditions for artists in the city of 
Luxembourg are very poor. There is a 
lack of studios and the housing market 
is too expensive (see Luxembourg City 
Development, pp. 20). The municipali-
ty tries to provide a few funded spaces, 
but otherwise there is not much sup-
port. This causes the luxembourgeoise 
art scene to outsource to other cities, re-
sulting in a diminishing cultural scene 
in the city. Currently there are a few 

The private high school of Lycee Tech-
nique Prive Emilie Metz has existed 
in the southern part of Bamstad since 
1914. The school is of a relatively small 
size with 570 students (2016), that spe-
cializes in technical secondary educa-
tion of steelwork, woodwork, natural 
science, media technology, sports and 
electronics. The school is governmen-
tally supported, and the students tuition 
fee are free of charge. In 2017 the school 
is expected to grow to 600+ students 

The municipality of Luxembourg aims 
to open youth houses in every neigh-
borhood for educational purposes and 
safe places for youngsters. Currently 
there are about 14 youth houses in and 
around Luxembourg City, targeting 
people in the age between 12 and 26. 
But even with a rather large residen-
tial population in the Dommeldange 
district, it does not provide any places 
for the youngsters. The closest youth 

Yann Annicchiarico, 33 years, Artist (see appendix 1.3; Interview with Yann An-
nicchiarico, Artist)

Theo Thill, Director

Keith Jordan, 30 years old, Co-manager of Bamhaus (see appendix 1.2; 
Interview with Keith Jordan, Youth Houses)

communal houses for artists, but the 
city needs to reconsider the role of art-
ists and integrate them in the city again 
to uplift the cultural heritage, which 
is missing today. Within the next few 
years some government funded proj-
ects could be initiated to make the city 
more attractive for artists, by providing 
cheap alternative accommodation.

and expand the curriculum with sever-
al indoor sports facilities. Their vision 
within the next few years is therefore 
to expand onto Bamstad, and facilitate 
parts of the southern area with sport 
and educational purposes since there is 
a lack of sport facilities in the area (see 
appendix 2.3; Sport Facilities).

houses is either in the city center or in 
Walferdange, approximately three kilo-
meters away (see appendix 1.2; Inter-
view with Keith Jordan, Youth Hous-
es and appendix 2.5; Youth Houses). 
Bamstad would therefore provide the 
optimal placement and environment for 
a new youth house, with the diversity 
of Bamhaus and the creative insight it 
could provide.

Local Artist

Technical Collage, Emile Metz

Youth House Volunteer

We are expanding and 
need more space for 
education and sport 

facilities

It’s difficult being 
an artist here!

There is absolutely 
no places for the 
youth in the area!
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olution 1. Shows how plat-
forms are breaking the large 
scale and thereby making a 
playful approach for the ex-

perience above ground. 

Solution 2. Shows how urban installa-
tions activate and create niches within a 
large space. The model also work with 
different levels and volumes, to explore 
how these can define different zones.   

Solution 3. Is an investigation of how 
levels can create different identities. 
The path is raised above ground to 
define a specific movement. The plat-
forms create a more static experience as 
a contrast to the organic shaped path.

Solution 4. Shows how the structur-
al system is dragged down to create a 
separation in the scale. It is interesting 
to see how the structure can break the 
large scale and make corridors above 

ground. The archetype market stands 
are placed in a line, to define a public 
zone in front of the stands. 

Solution 5. Is an investigation of how 
to create comfort in the large scale.
This is explored due to platforms that 
break the open void, as well as arche-
type stands that can create comfort in a 
human scale. 

Solution 6.  Shows how walls are used 
to frame, guide and create unpredict-
able niches in the structure, which cre-
ate an intimate environment.

To conclude it is important to create 
spaces within spaces, because of the 
large scale from the industrial struc-
tures. To create a social and comfort-
able space, there should be edges and 
borders if multiple and diverse users 
are to coexist within the same settings.

S

Space within space serves to divide or intersect larger spaces. Exploring how 
different dimensions create tension when spaces are intersected and merged. The 
workshop investigates how the intersection of spaces within larger spaces can 
fragment, frame, or create surprising spatial experiences.

To analyse and investigate the spatial environment of the design a workshop was 
initiated. The section model was used as a tool to simultaneously explore interior 
and exterior qualities together with multiple aspects of the embodied experienc-
es within the architectural space. Contextualizing the intersection between scale 
and proportion in the vertical dimension. Three themes of investigation has been 
choose to structure the workshop, respectively “Between Space”, “Space within 
Space” and “Space Mania”.

Space within Space
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Between Spaces

Between spaces are intervals that marks the transition from one space to another. 
They are situated between complex and sometimes contradicted spaces, serving to 
connect, separate or highlight. The workshop explores how these between spaces 
could be used as buffer zones to divide the programmed spaces of new activities. 

olution 1. Shows how the 
space between the structure 
is framed by volumes, which 
define and give a more clear 

division between the three zones. The 
structure is breaking into the empty 
space and creating a sense of disorder 
in the strict grid. 

Solution 2. The space between is de-
fined by the walls, where a strong bor-
der is created. A futuristic connection 
between the structures create an en-
closed feeling of the space below, and a 
different experience of the space above. 
The space between is paved and gently 
designed, which creates a stronger divi-
sion of the three zones.

Solution 3. Shows how flying plat-
forms connect the two zones between 
the middle zone. This model work with 
horizontal and vertical barriers, to di-
vide and define spaces.

Solution 4. Shows how the space be-
tween is programmed. The conclusion 

of this model is that too much action 
can overwhelm the space with activi-
ties. The division of the space is blurred 
and the programs are floating together.

Solution 5. Shows how an urban in-
stallation is creating attention about the 
space between. The space is defined by 
walls and volumes that frame the be-
tween space.

Solution 6. Shows how the space be-
tween is programmed and how the bor-
ders of the zones is blurred. This can 
create a negative environment, because 
of missing edges.

To conclude, the separation of the pro-
grammed areas is important, to under-
stand the different atmospheres. The 
experience and transition from one 
zone to another becomes defined when 
the between zone is a clear cut and a 
non programed area. 

S
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olution 1. The first model ex-
plore different atmospheres 
about being outside, inside, 
under and above. It explores 

tiny spaces versus massive spaces. The 
environment is chaotic and testing the 
experience of human scale.

Solution 2. The second model inves-
tigate how to design and program the 
path. By designing the path it creates a 
guiding and experimental environment, 
where the individual can interact with 
the movement. 

Solution 3. The third model shows how 
the path is a clear cut along the struc-
ture. Volumes and levels are strength-
ening the division of zones. This makes 
a clear guideline of the different envi-
ronments you are passing on your walk 
through the site. 

Solution 4. The fourth model is test-
ing how the path can be staged with a 
raised platform and a hanging box as 
designed elements. The experience of 
being inside, outside, above and under 
is explored in the model due to volumes 
and platforms in different heights. 

To conclude, this workshop investigat-
ed the notion of spaces inside, outside, 
above or under. The combination of 
platforms and boxes made some inter-
esting questions about how comfort-
able a space is and how you can em-
brace disordered spaces. 

Space Mania

Space mania is the hyperactivity of seemingly disorganised spaces and plural per-
ceptions. It manifests itself in a physical excitement of merging different dimen-
sions. The investigation explores how different levels of spaces and perceptions of 
spaces can merge and combine, relating to the perception of being inside, outside, 
above or under a given space.

S
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As time passed, society changed, life 

changed, but the industrial mistress 

was still standing strong and more 

beautiful than ever in her new and 

profound dress. The many suitors 

were now living in peace with each 

other. They had realized that one 

man could never be enough for her. 

She was part of something bigger 

than themselves, something with a 

renewed destiny for not just one 

man, but for all of her kingdom.

The flowers in her hair had been 

blossoming for years now, and they 

grew wilder and stronger for each 

day. Her skin looked more shining, 

more reflecting, more breathtak-

ing from the moment the motorized 

disease had vanished in time. She 

was finally able to no longer hide, 

in disgrace of her past behind closed 

door, but instead they were wide 
open to every man, every woman, 
every child. Not only did the citi-
zens of her own kingdom enjoy her 
beauty and her playful spirit, but 
travellers from other worlds far 
away, went to see her and ask for 
guidance in the new world.

A new world was born with the in-
dustrial mistress as a symbol of the 
future and the past, in a juxtaposi-
tion of a happily ever after. 

Beauty Never Gets Old

Bamstad, year 2050
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THE END
REFLECTION
NO. 07        AND THEY LIVED HAPPILY EVER AFTER
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hrough notions such as; 
awkward encounters, ir-
rationality and disorder, 
the development has been 

placed with a different focus on the 
transformation of a post-industrial area. 
This questions the rational planning 
and its capitalistic vision, and  thereby 
avoid the picturesque city image, and 
instead get back to the roots of urban-
ism, where social welfare will be in fo-
cus. The postcard image of the city will 
be challenged by public oriented state-
ments, as well as usage of preserved 
heritage. This creates an experimental 
and dynamic approach towards city de-
velopment, which builds upon cultural 
experiences.
Development of a strategy can easily 
become rational, especially when in-
terests and visions of different stake-
holders should be incorporated within 
a holistic plan. The way to contradict 
this rational mentality in the develop-
ment, thereby came through certain 
ideologies about how a strategy could 
work in planning attributes. This lead 
to the phased plan, instead of an instant 
development project. By developing 
through an incremental and phased 
plan, the actors will be introduced as 
fluent elements. This means that in a 
phased plan, the stated functionalities 
and actors, are not fixed as in an instant 
planning development. On the contrary, 
they have time to grow together, and 
thereby explore and define their syn-
ergies between themselves, as well as 
their boundaries, instead of a complete 
top-down planning, where most of it is 
concretely defined, and left for no intu-

itive engagement. 
Through these phases, it becomes pos-
sible to create synergies between the 
stakeholders, as well as the bottom-up 
and top-down parties involved. In the 
first phase, the activation becomes es-
sential, and incorporates the bottom-up 
and temporality potentials. When this 
phase has been well-implanted, created 
awareness and activated the site in a so-
cial state of mind, the development can 
continue, to incorporate the more fixed 
alliances for the dynamical environ-
ment, by housing projects, work spac-
es and more. Hereby the top-down and 

The Affair

the bottom-up initiators starts to form 
an alliance, and synergies between a 
dynamic activation and a static living 
becomes essential for the final stage of 
Bamstad’s development. 
The detailed design manifests the no-
tions of awkward encounters, disorder 
and irrationality. In this detailed se-
lection of the site, the design concepts 
and programmatic solutions will mirror 
these notions in a visual context, and 
not just on the strategic level. This way 
of interpreting the conceptual elements 
of the approach, is stated in a detailed 
design, which gives an scenario of how 

T

Ill. 199.1. Abandoned Building on Site

he transformation, both 
through the strategy and 
the detailed design, have 
been attempted to follow a 
alternative approach in its 
development. 
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these elements of designing public and 
private spaces, could be initiated in a 
visual form and program. By using the 
programming to stage and act towards 
one another, it creates both synergies, 
as well as awkward and irrational en-
counters between them, and isn’t the 
unordinary what attracts the attention, 
and isn’t this how an utopia is created, 
through radicality? Through well pro-
cessed design approaches, a narrative, 
between the preserved history and the 
everyday experience of the city,  is told 
in a new context, which creates a expe-
riential and irrational approach towards 
the ordinary city development. The de-
sign has involved both the top-down 
incubators, as well as the bottom-up 
initiators. The finished design maintain 
involvements from the top-down parts, 
but along with this, in-between these 
structural elements of fixed programs, 
areas have been unrolled for further 
practice of the bottom-up initiatives, 
and hereby the synergy between the 
two coexist. They supplement each 
other with a focus upon what could be 
interpreted as good city quality.

Ill. 200.1. Abandoned Building on Site

Ill. 200.2. Abandoned Building on Site
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ne of the greatest qualities, 
which these abandoned in-
dustrial areas behold, lies 
within their sheer size and 

unique differences from urbanized ar-
eas, while often still situated within the 
city boundaries. These areas are there-
fore excellent testing grounds for new 
ideologies and visionary thinking.

“The Industrial Affair” is a statement 
about rethinking the rational ideolo-
gies of which the contemporary city is 
being built upon today, where capital-
ism and the postcard city ideology is 
challenged. The project has especially 
challenged this on a sociological level, 
where awkward encounters and pro-
grammed irrationality should provide 
reflection for future urban life. 

The situationists provided a framework 
for the methodological approach and 
utopian thinking, and has been a fo-
cal point throughout the development. 
But even with a very visionary and 
ideological theoretical grounding, the 
irrationality and disorder has proven 
troublesome and difficult to handle on 
a strategic level. When dealing with a 
strategy, which should provide a sys-
tematic frame for development, a fair 
share of rationality and logic had to be 
appointed. Acknowledgement on this 
level should be given to the conditions 
of stakeholders, environment, and the 
economic and cultural circumstanc-

es. Within the strategy it has therefore 
been important to establish a frame-
work which could accommodate a vari-
ety of interests in a holistic plan. 

It has been a preset condition that Arce-
lorMittal, the landowner, aims towards 
profitable development, which could 
be antithetical to the vision of Bamstad. 
But by broadening the term of ‘profit’ 
to include cultural, social and econom-
ical capital, a concept has been creat-
ed to embraces the cultural and social 
profit, which this industrial area could 
provide for the city, and the economical 
profit which ArcelorMittal could make 
from developing residential zones on 
site. Furthermore residential and hous-
ing development is not seen as contra-
dictory to cultural and social develop-
ment, but as something which should 
coexist and evolve in a synergy. Hence 
more than a third of the area has been 

planned to accommodate residential 
and housing.

The rationality of the strategy has then 
been contradicted with an irrational de-
sign, where awkward encounters and 
contrasting environments have mani-
fested themselves in a physical design. 
The irrationality is created by the im-
mediate lack of logic from the users, 
when experiencing the spaces.

The detailed design has been placed di-
rectly in the cultural zone of year 5 in 
the activation phase, because of the im-
portance of demonstrating and display-
ing how the cultural and social capital 
could be embodied on site, and coexist 
as an internal contrast between past and 
present. Further, both the physical- and 
timely placement of the detailed design 
has been grounded in a social vision, 
showcasing how to activate and create 
awareness, which is seen to best benefit 
the interests of the city and its inhab-
itants. 

If the focal point had been the gathering 
of different stakeholders and a demon-
stration of how their different interests 
and investments could be met in a com-
mon vision for the future, the detailed 
design would have been placed in year 
10+, where residential, work, city life 
and culture would be coexisting and 
thriving together.

The Industrial Affair is a project which 
dwells between a detailed design and 
a conceptual vision, which means that 
certain elements within the project are 
fixed while others can be the subject of 
change. The fixed elements within the 
project relies mainly upon the vision-
ary ideas behind, in regard to how pres-
ervation should be handled in contrast 
to new development, how to merge 
bottom-up and top-down, and how to 
activate and create awareness. On the 
contrary, the physical design and the 
elements within the plan should not be 
seen as determined design elements, 
but rather as scenarios which can be 
subjects of change without altering or 
damaging the project.

As an example, in regard to temporary 
activities, it is the concept that it should 

Does Love make you 
Blind?
Post industrial areas are often ugly and polluted testi-
monies of a forgotten age, where the earth was exploit-
ed for its divine resources. But however unfortunate this 
era might have been, we must acknowledge these brutal 
reminders and embrace their potential, both physically 
and mentally, for future development. 

O

Ill. 201.1. Afternoon in Luxembourg City

Ill. 202.1. Pedestrian Sign on Site
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thrive alongside the development of 
Bamstad, but the spaces which are pro-
vided in the design could easily be al-
tered if it doesn’t fit the future needs.

As the project title implies, there has 
been an ongoing affiliation and adora-

tion for the industry, where the atmo-
sphere and identities on site has devel-
oped into a blossoming love for decay 
and abandonment of post-industrial 
environments. This love and obses-
sion has been an energetic and force-
ful source of inspiration throughout the 
project, but love also makes you blind. 
An obvious fascination with the site, its 
past and its current state of affair have 
caused the project to evolve in a certain 
direction where preservation has been 
an almost manic obsession to keep the 
industrial affair alive. If seen from an-
other perspective, for example practi-
cally or economically, this preservation 
seem irrational, but perceived from a 
societal and placemaking perspective 
an understanding and importance with-
in the logics of preservation appear.

As Urban Designers, we are commit-
ted to the role of tracing the potentials 
inherent on a certain site, and produce 
specific concepts for the future. Hence, 

offer visions and regulations to facili-
tate processes, to direct development 
in a direction, which benefits the city 
the most. The potentials within post-in-
dustrial areas lie within its identity and 
their special aesthetic qualities. The 
spaces can fascinate by their over-
whelming scale and the appearance of 
strange forms, which might seem beau-
tiful, interesting or repulsive, but in any 
case call for a decoding of the underly-
ing logics behind. Within the transfor-
mation of Bamstad, the aim and vision 
have been to develop identities and 
atmospheric experiences, which can 
alter people’s basic ideas about history, 
heritage and city life. Hence, challenge 
the traditional ways of thinking for both 
planners and citizens about public life 
and the good city.

Ill. 202.2. Drone Picture from Site.

Ill. 202.1. Pedestrian Sign on Site
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wicd1icAQ/0?wx_fmt=jpeg, Emscher Park 
(Accessed 14-05-2017)
Ill. 87.2. http://assets.latzundpartner.de/
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(Accessed 14-05-2017)
Ill. 88.1. Own Illustration, Belval, Luxem-
bourg 
Ill. 89.1. Own Illustration, Location of 
Interest
Ill. 92.1. Own Illustration, Detune the 
Mind
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Ill. 94.1. Own Illustration, Spatial Qualities
Ill. 96.1. Own Illustration, Historical 
Elements
Ill. 98.1. Own Illustration, Textures on Site
Ill. 100.1. Own Illustration, Collections on 
Site
Ill. 101.1. Own Illustration, Industrial 
Romance
Ill. 104.1. Own Illustration, Spatial Iden-
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Ill. 105.1. Own Illustration, A Moment on 
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Ill. 107.1. Own Illustration, Strategy 
Concept
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Ill. 111.1. Own Illustration, Necessary 
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Ill. 112.1. Own Illustration, Scenarios 
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about Preservation
Ill. 115.1. Own Illustration, Carfree Ex-
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Ill. 116.1. Own Illustration, Scenarios 
about Car expansion
Ill. 117.1. Own Illustration, Bikes and 
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Ill. 118.1. Own Illustration, Scenarios 
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Ill. 119.1. Own Illustration, Catalyst
Ill. 120.1. Own Illustration, Scenarios 
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Ill. 121.1. Own Illustration, Cultural Heart
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Ill. 123.1. Own Illustration, Themes Devel-
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Ill. 124.1. Own Illustration, Scenarios 
about Themes Development
Ill. 125.1. Own Illustration, Living
Ill. 126.1. Own Illustration, Scenarios 
about Living
Ill. 127.1. Own Illustration, Water Man-
agement
Ill. 128.1. Own Illustration, Scenarios 
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Ill. 130.1. Own Illustration, Timeline for 
the first 5 years
Ill. 132.1. Own Illustration, Timeline for 
year 6-10
Ill. 133.1. Own Illustration, Estimate of 
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Ill. 136.1. Own Illustration, Structure at 
Site
Ill. 137.1. Own Illustration, Collage about 
The Romance
Ill. 139.1. Own Illustration, Detailed 

Design
Ill. 141.1. Own Illustration, Concept Dia-
grams of the Detailed Design
Ill. 143.1. Own Illustration, Detailed Plan, 
1:400
Ill. 145.1. Own Illustration, Section AA, 
Longitudinal Section 1:400
Ill. 145.2. Own Illustration, Section EE, 
Bamhaus 1:600
Ill. 145.3. Own Illustration, Section DD, 
Artist Living & Public Gym 1:600
Ill. 146.1. Own Illustration, Section CC, 
The Industrial Graveyard 1:600
Ill. 146.2. Own Illustration, Section BB, 
The Cultural Warehouse 1:600
Ill. 147.1. Own Illustration, Visualization 
of Bamhaus
Ill. 149.1. Own Illustration, Two Scenarios 
of Bamhaus
Ill. 151.1. Own Illustration, Section EE, 
Bamhaus 1:150
Ill. 153.1. Own Illustration, Collage of 
Detailed Design of Bamhaus
Ill. 156.1. Own Illustration, Visualization 
of Artist Living & Public Gym
Ill. 157.1. Own Illustration, Two Scenarios 
from Artist Living 
Ill. 159.1. Own Illustration, Section DD, 
Artist Living 1:150
Ill. 161.1. Own Illustration, Collage of 
Detailed Design of Artist Living
Ill. 164.1. Own Illustration, Visualization 
of The Industrial Graveyard
Ill. 165.1. Own Illustration, Two Scenarios 
from The Industrial Graveyard
Ill. 167.1. Own Illustration, Section CC, 
The Industrial Graveyard 1:150
Ill. 169.1. Own Illustration, Collage of De-
tailed design of The Industrial Graveyard
Ill. 172.1. Own Illustration, Visualization 
of The Cultural Warehouse
Ill. 173.1. Own Illustration, Two Scenarios 
from the Cultural Warehouse
Ill. 175.1. Own Illustration, Section BB, 
The Cultural Warehouse 1:150
Ill. 177.1. Own Illustration, Collage of De-
tailed Design of The Cultural Warehouse
Ill. 179.1. Own Illustration, Collage of 
different Materials
Ill. 181.1. Own Illustration, Intensity Over 
a Year
Ill. 183.1. Own Illustration, Users Intensity 
During a Day
Ill. 185.1. Own Illustration, What to do
Ill. 187.1. Own Illustration, Stakeholders, 
Interviews
Ill. 189.1. Own Illustration, Pictures of 
workshop, Space within Space
Ill. 192.1. Own Illustration, Pictures of 

workshop, Between Spaces
Ill. 193.1. Own Illustration, Pictures of 
workshop, Space Mania
Ill. 195.1. Own Illustration, Pictures from 
the Main Road to Site (View of the New 
Entrance to Bamstad
Ill. 197.1. Own Illustration, Reflective 
Drawing at Site
Ill. 199.1. Own Illustration, Abandoned 
Building on Site
Ill. 200.1. Own Illustration, Abandoned 
Building on Site
Ill. 200.2. Own Illustration, Abandoned 
Building on Site
Ill. 201.1. Own Illustration, Afternoon in 
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Ill. 202.1. Own Illustration, Pedestrian 
Sign on Site
Ill. 202.2. Raoul Henry, Drone Picture 
from Site 
Ill. 214.1. Own Illustration, District Map-
ping
Ill. 215.1. Own Illustration, Public Parks
Ill. 216.1. Own Illustration, Sport Facilities
Ill. 217.1. Own Illustration, Venues
Ill. 218.1. Own Illustration, Youth Houses
Ill. 219.1. Luxcontrol, 2015 
Ill. 221.1. Own Illustration, Study Trip 
Belval
Ill. 229.1. Own Illustration, Luxembourg 
Climate
Ill. 231.1. Own Illustration, Map of flood-
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Ill. 233.1. Own Illustration, Map of flood-
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Ben Barnich and Christian Muno
Christian 35, Ben 31

Vision for the next few years:
In 20 years +, it should be a new neighbor-
hood. Mixed living, focusing on circular 
and sustainable technologies and livings. 

Bamhaus’ big vision: Keep going like they 
do, still try to attract more people, expand 
the co-working space. Managing a bit more 
the street or the block, to develop on dif-
ferent scales (multi-media, sustainability 
and energy research). Growing in a smart 
way, not just a straight way. Be a platform 
for cultural activities, for example for the 
neighborhood, to create this into a local 
center. 

Bamhaus also wants to try and be a platform 
for innovative products in the future, maybe 
even as their main focus when they have ex-
panded their community and space enough. 

How much can a community grow before 
loosing it’s intimacy:
The thinking and understanding of com-
munity is difficult to define. The people 
here have created a community, a profes-
sional community with common interests 
and philosophies. Still place for a couple 
of people, and depends a lot on the people 
coming. How do they see the community as 
they do as well, or in different ways. Bam-
haus’ vision is not everyone’s vision. They 
do the in-between renting it out and having 
the renters being employees. First 2 man-
aging people, then maybe in the expansion 
up to 10 people in the decision making part. 
Get the lane block where they are now for 
themselves, and expand into that. 

The community feeling:
It is always different, and also in the pro-
fessional definition of community. How do 
they work together is different, and what 
they expect of getting out of this communi-
ty feeling can also be very different, which 
can make it difficult to create a well-func-
tioning co-working space within the frames 
of the community feeling. 

How to expand within actors and stake-
holders:
It has to be a togetherness from both the 
municipality as well as Arcelormittal. If 

ArcelorMittal feels attacked by Bamhaus 
and the municipality, they will act rough 
instead. 
The researching point of view comes a long 
way, and it could be a trigger for a further 
development to also get the backing up 
from outside. 

Why Dommeldange site:
Christian: It’s very personal to me, i’m from 
this area
Ben: It started a bit random, we were here, 
we saw stuff, stuff going wrong, realized it 
and thought here is a lot of potential. The 
more you are here, and the more you see 
potentials. 
Christian: Then came the approach. Feeling 
and emotions seeing this potential, but how 
could it be realized, so contacts were made 
to all these stakeholders and research from 
different places where transformations have 
been made in the same direction.
Ben: 

Are you alone in this initiation or collabo-
rate with different partners:
No partnerships, but open for it. It should be 
considered, especially with one in the area 
which can connect to Bamhaus. 
It is some kind of an add-on upon how Bam-
haus is now. We need man power to bring it 
further towards the end of the vision. 

How to you approach and incorporate the 
neighborhood:
People knows about Bamhaus, but there’s 
no link in general, not only between Bam-
haus and the locals, but from other organi-
zations. The infrastructure invites to work-
shops for the public orientation, but they 
are in the sense not doing it for them in the 
direct way. The problem is that it is closed; 
there is not really a way to have people 
passing here to get introduced to Bamhaus 
more. It is private now, which gives restric-
tions, but in the future, there could be fur-
ther events to create inviting elements. 

Bamhaus should be part of the inviting el-
ements of the neighborhood and the city. 
They could be a big part of the facilitating 
of events and cultural happenings. 
Also attract entrepreneurs, to help starting 
up things in collaboration to create this 
neighborhood center. Connect to the vision 
of Bamhaus though; it needs to be in the 

same spirit and within the same frames. 

How can ArcelorMittal, school and the 
cultural part work together, when it is right 
in the middle of industry and culture on 
site?
In the educational element, kids could see 
the heavy and hardcore industry and then 
straight over to the creative development. A 
way of learning the approaches of the world 
and the future of working. 
The environment from ArcelorMittal has 
quite boring and bad working experiences 
at the moment, but if this cultural and dy-
namic approach integrates on the site, it 
might give them a better experience in the 
working as well. To create a good working 
environment, by the outside elements in the 
clashes of culture. The link. 

Can you explain the different branches of 
Bamhaus and the vision:
Bamhaus, the labe, the name. Then other 
names comes from this. It is communicated 
by Bamhaus. The branches define the build-
ings, what could the building be used for, 
maybe research (Bamlabo). 
Urban farming, combining research and the 
community. Bamlabo, research itself. Bam-
haus the co-working space and the label. 
Bamlabo is more the intiative to get to the 
circular state of mind, not just researching 
like a laboratory, but finding the problems, 
how could it be reinterpreted, is it the way 
the consumer thing or maybe problems with 
the recycling facilities when breaking it 
down. 

How does the government support Bam-
haus. 
By promoting culture and artist, they would 
like to promote Bamhaus cause the space 
can be cultivated as well as they house art-
ists here on site. 

No. 1.1. Interview with 
Ben Barnich & Christian Muno (Bamhaus)
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Keith Jordan, 30 years, Manager/co-man-
ager 

How  many youth houses:
12-20 in Luxembourg and a bit around
12-26 years target group

How are they placed:
Try to make them open everywhere in every 
neighborhood, for educational and a safe 
place for young people
Started with schools opening in after school 
hours, because their parents were working. 
The municipality then offered these houses 
to house in these hours and flourished into 
youth houses with a focus on activity and 
works for the whole area creating a commu-
nity working environment

What does the youth house offer (events, 
workshop)
Up to the people who’s there. What do they 
ask what you want to do. Everyone propose 
what to do, they do it for the youth that is 
there. 
It could be anything; it depends on their 
needs and their desires. It’s not plan ori-
ented or on a regular basis like the school 
makes plans, but it’s freely and voluntarily 
for the youngsters if they want to join and 
when. 
If they request a plan, for example a 
workshop for music, they can make like a 
4-weeks plan, but with the decision of the 
youngsters and their interests. 

Are there youth houses in the area
Dommeldange misses a youth center. 
There’s none, and the closest is uptown, 
Clausen (City center). 

Collaboration with Bamhaus and youth 
center?
The focus from the beginning to try and 
collaborate or integrate it here. Some rules 
about people can be here, and especially 
when they are under age. It’s the plan to get 
community oriented elements on site in a 
collaboration with Bamhaus. 
Would like to be a branch of Bamhaus, 
where Bamhaus could be an event planner 
and educational distributor to a youth house. 

Who start up the youth houses?
It’s normally a municipality thing to start-
up a youth house. You have to ask a request 

to the municipality before it’s possible, to 
get an agreement from the educational min-
ister. 
There’s normally no private youth centers, 
it always go through the acceptance from 
the government, and as well as there’s not 
profit from working there. 

The municipality manages it quite bad. 
They send out an amount of money to use, 
and they spend it all on something bad, and 
if they don’t spend it they just get less next 
year. The planning lack of ideas and events. 
Youth houses is where the money is if they 
are efficient (Spoken from the minister)

Advantages and downsides of having a 
place here
Getting the agreement would be the down-
side. Convincing the municipality it’s safe. 
Mainly only positives elements otherwise in 
the environment. THe diversity of Bamhaus 
creates insight in creative elements, and 
could explain interests for the youngsters. 

Why go out for workshops?
I would like them here, but there’s no space, 
and there’s a bit too much weed smoking 
going on. I would prefer to invite them here, 
and if the possibility comes I would. 

Could the people from the school here use 
it?
He has presented himself and there are pos-
sibilities to incorporate some kind of rela-
tionship between the school and the volun-
teer educational hours he already does. 
It seems like there’s always a demand from 
the youngsters, they keep getting interrupt-
ed by the other people and their noise in the 
building they have in Esch. 

How many youngsters could you get here, 
and how many m2 could you wish for to 
make it happen?
12-20 at the same time managing by 2 peo-
ple. Need a larger space, with a bunch of 
smaller spaces with diverse programming, 
to let them unfold by themselves in each 
of their interests. 250m2 would be easy 
enough to divide (a kitchen too). 

The important part is to learning, not just 
getting to the finish. Teach them to use their 
instruments in their field of interests. 

No. 1.2. Interview with 
Keith Jordan (Youth Houses)
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Yann, 33 years, artist

Conditions of artists in the city:
They suck. Missing studios, a lot to do with 
the housing market (expensive). Housing 
market is expensive; you sell for a lot and 
do not rent out cheap, no fairness. 

The city can provide a few funded spaces, 
but otherwise there is not much support 
from the municipality. 

There are like 3-4 communal houses for art-
ists, to have their studios as a group. 

How is the living conditions for artists?
You have to have a spare time or part time 
job. You have to earn at the absolute mini-
mum 1500 euros to live in Luxembourg. He 
has an office here and a studio somewhere 
else. 

The Luxembourgish art scene is also living 
other places, because they can’t really live 
here. 

Social parts of artist community:
Artists find together as everywhere. Be-
cause of the terrible housing market, not so 
many artists manage to stay. A few model 
cases where they either become teachers 
to pay the rent. Not so many artists here in 
general. Close to 100 artists, not 1000
How do you get connections in the artists
Concept of the walk at the gallery, they 
often open at the same night, you see the 
people, the country is small so you easily 
get in contact. 

The artist living on site, thoughts?:
Strongly rude for that, to create a stronger 
art-scene in Luxembourg to integrate artists 
in a larger number in the city as well as the 
country. Think it would be a good plan to 
uplift the cultural heritage that is not being 
concerned today. 

Heritage is part of the missing cultural part 
of Luxembourg. Other places have the his-
tory as a heritage within the artist and cul-
tural elements, whereas Luxembourg does 
not have the heritage and the culture be-
cause of the problematic integration of art-
ists. It is not just the artists, it’s mainly lack 

of the cultural heritage and history. 

How can artist living happen?:
Needs to be government funded. Trying to 
make the artists fit for the marked is a terri-
ble thing cause they lose the artist way. The 
government lets the housing prices be what 
they are, so there are consequences about 
how to change this living. The government 
should start to wake up and conserving their 
culture. 

Would a bottom-up approach work? The 
artist starts actively:
It’s an option. 

How could artists of Luxembourg help ac-
tivate:
Exhibition is the point to communicate with 
the public. The public needs special ways of 
communicating with. More manifestations 
into the happenings. How to get the people 
into the museum. 

How could Bamhaus facilitate the artists 
and expand:
In the community and the getting togeth-
er; you get access to things more than you 
would by yourself. The collecting of peo-
ple is an interesting thing. Bamhaus could 
actively promote the cultural index and the 
programs. 
Help close the circle of interests. 

No. 1.3. Interview with 
Yann Annicchiarico (artist)
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Giacomo (Social Designer, working with 
water management)

Giacomo Piovan, 29 years, social designer. 
Social and environmental projects focusing 
on social impact, with organizations such as 
governmental. 

Social Designer?
Conceptual ideas working with participants 
to inform and get the research out in the 
open. How to change the neighborhood for 
example, by working with the neighbor-
hood and incorporate the public and the 
community. To gather their ideas as well 
and to work a report towards the council 
and the government. 

Water hackers, where do they come in as 
well as the sustainability?
Everything should be sustainable, and fo-
cusing on not polluting, and working with 
people to make them healthier in this part 
as well. 
We focus more on process instead of prod-
ucts, how to help the participants with com-
ing up with these ideas. 

Do you go to people?
Waterhackers go towards the people, to-
wards school and teach about water, how to 
purify it, how to use it and how it functions. 
In the city you don’t have the feeling of the 
process or the infrastructure of what is. 
First step to get in contact with the research-
ers the experts, invite them to the school 
and teach about how it works in real life, 
behind the scene we don’t see. 

Could you imagine them here? Bringing 
in the public here?
When working with different participants 
it could be another process to make them 
part of this place. The river here, next to 
Bamhaus, has one of the most important as-
sets of the town hall, and it creates an easy 
access to come up with these workshops or 
tools towards the river and then make it here 
on site. 

Is the scale small or up to the government 
size?
It should be something coming from our-
selves to be more sustainable, and create 

awareness, not being governmental issues. 
It is about creating awareness about the 
problems we do not see in the circularity or 
the sustainability in front of us. 

how can you see the development of this 
site being more circular?
Focus on social projects, and connect with 
the neighborhood, the town hall, get the 
help of the civil society. Collaboration with 
the society. 
Research is important before starting these 
projects, create interviews with the actors. 
Then come up with conceptions, ideas 
about how to create awareness, for example 
waterhackers. It has to be a plan to create 
it organized and create steps for the users 
and the incorporation of people and their 
awareness. 

Bamhaus is an actor which can attract 
smaller communities and parts of the sur-
rounding area. 

What is your thought of Bamlabo?
I think it is good to start thinking small, then 
collaborate further into a laboratory part. It 
can be a place to really help most of the 
people from the outside, and attract them. 
Not just a researcher, but social innovation. 
Social innovation=Solving problems by 
design thinking and workshops, the incor-
poration of the public awareness, as well as 
conceptual thinking of it within the process. 

What kind of workshops?
For who is the important question. If it is 
just for ourselves, it’s not enough to carry 
out a community garden for example. It 
should be open to connect with a varies of 
partners, from the transition movement or 
the town hall community for example. 

Concluding marks:
Make this project open. Social innovation 
is open, do something for the others. Go out 
and promote what you are doing more, cre-
ate good communication, create easy access 
platforms and keep it open from the begin-
ning. The process is the important part, not 
the plan.

No. 1.4. Interview with 
Giacomo Piovan (Social Designer)
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No. 2.0 
Mappings

2.1. District Map (Luxembourg)
2.2. Public Parks in the surroundings
2.3. Sport Facilities in the surroundings
2.4. Venues in the surroundings
2.5. Youth Houses in the surroundings

This section shows important activities in 
the near context of the site. These activities 
is relevant due to the chosen programs for 
the detailed design and strategy. 
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Ill. 216.1. District Mapping
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No. 2.1
Districts 
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No. 2.2
Public Parks
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Ill. 217.1. Public Parks
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No. 2.3
Sport Facilities
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Ill. 218.1. Sport Facilities
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No. 2.4
Venues
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Ill. 219.1. Venues
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No. 2.5
Youth Houses
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Ill. 220.1. Youth Houses
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No. 3.1. Pollution
Results from the LuxControl of the 2015 drillings. 

Ill. 221.1. Drillings (Lux Control)
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Ill. 223.1. Study Trip Belval
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4. BELVAL 
STUDY TRIP
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Ftot
Red.factor
Fred
a

Duration
hr

0,028
0,017
0,011

0,0075
0,006
0,005
0,004

0,0034

15,6   ha
0,87
13,572  ha
3,6   m3/(ha hr)

Intensity
m3/(m2 hr)

1900,08
2307,24
2985,84
3053,7

3257,28
3393

3257,28
3230,136

Inflow
m3

24,4296
48,8592
97,7184

146,5776
195,4368
244,296

293,1552
342,0144

Outflow
m3

1875,6504
2258,3808
2888,1216
2907,1224
3061,8432
3148,704

2964,1248
2888,1216

Volume
m3

Catchment areas: 
156.000 m2

Potential wetland areas:
26.200 m2

Water management on a 
strategic level

No. 5.1
Calculation of detention pond
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Ftot
Red.factor
Fred
a

Duration
hr

0,028
0,017
0,011

0,0075
0,006
0,005
0,004

0,0034

3,7  ha
1
3,7  ha
3,6  m3/(ha hr)

Intensity
m3/(m2 hr)

518
629
814

832,5
888
925
888

880,6

Inflow
m3

6,66
13,32
26,64
39,96
53,28
66,6

79,92
93,24

Outflow
m3

511,34
615,68
787,36
792,54
834,72
858,4

808,08
787,36

Volume
m3

Catchment area: 
27.600 m2

Potential wetland area:
5.400 m2

Flowlines

Roof catchment:
9.500 m2
Ground catchment:
18.100 m2

Water management in 
detailed scenario

No. 5.2
Calculation of detention pond detailed design
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No. 5.3
Calculations material
IDF curve from 
Uccle, Belgium

Calculation method 
for detention pond

Typical values for 
runoff coefficient
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The critical focus which has to be dealt 
with in regard to water management is the 
pollution in the soil, which flows with the 
rainwater when it infiltrates down into the 
groundwater. This causes the pollution to 
spread beyond the site and into the wid-
er context. This is a current problem which 
ArcelorMittal has gotten a lot of complaints 
from the local government because research 
studies have shown a heavy contamination 
in the groundwater in the north eastern part 
of Bamstad. Therefore they are currently try-
ing to minimize the pollution spreading by 
pumping up the groundwater and cleaning it 
in a local cleansing facility on site before re-
leasing it out into the stream.

The future handling of rainwater on site 
focuses on minimizing the infiltration of 
rainwater into the soil and further into the 
groundwater. The management of rainwater 
is therefore about collecting all the surface 
water in wet detention ponds which though 
still standing water and plants can remove 
the minor pollutants which the water has gain 

when hitting the different surfaces on site. 
From the wet ponds the water will slowly be 
directed out into the stream. With this system 
the rainwater will be redirected around the 
polluted soil beneath the site and minimize 
the contamination spread.

The water management is divided into three 
independent zones which replicate the same 
principles of handling the water. But since the 
site is 156.000 m2, a considerable amount of 
space is needed for these wet ponds to delay 
and clean the rainwater, amounting to a to-
tal storage of 3.148 m3. The storage volume 
is calculated on the basis of a 2 year return 
period and an outlet of 1 l/s, but in case of 
heavier precipitations an overflow channel 
must ensure that if basins are filled, the over-
load will be directed directly into the stream 
instead of flooding the site.

Since intensity-duration-frequency curves 
are not available for Luxembourg the calcu-
lations are based on IDF-curves from Uccle, 
Belgium.

1

2

3
4

5

Rainwater

Water landing on rooftops

Surface water get minor 
contaminated when it comes in 
contact with the ground Wet detention ponds retain, clean 

and keep water from infiltrating 
down in the groundwater

4,56 m

Groundwater

The water is then released into the 
stream in pipes, without getting in 
contact with the contaminated soil.

Ill. 229.1. Section of the waterflow

No. 5.5 
Water Management on a strategic level
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The industrial graveyard is going to be the 
wet detention pond for the southern area, and 
will retain the water from the whole area that 
is included in the activation phase 01 devel-
opment. This design will be a showcase for 
the principles behind water management on 
site.

The problematic to solve with the water 
management is that precipitation must not 
penetrate the ground and reach groundwa-
ter, since it will bring pollutants from the 
soil with it through the ground. Therefore all 
surface water will be gathered and lead to a 
wet pond where a cleaning process of phy-
toremediation and still standing water will 
retain and clean it before released out into 
the stream. A layer of about 100mm clay will 
therefore provide a waterbed in the industrial 
graveyard so infiltration won’t occur. Further 
the reduction factor will be set at 1 since the 
aim is to collect all water falling on ground 
and guide it to the wet pond.

The catchment area for the industrial grave-
yard is 37.000 m2. The return period is set to 
2 years, and calculated on the basis of inten-
sity-duration-frequency curves from Uccle, 
Belgium. To keep the water in the wet deten-
tion pond for longer the outlet is set to Q(out) 
= 1 l/s. This will delay the water significantly 
and create an atmosphere of natural chang-
es in the environment on site which will last 
for longer. At events of higher intensity than 
the 2 year return period an overflow pipe will 
bring the extra water directly to the river in 
case of extreme precipitation events.

The wet detention ponds in the industrial 
graveyard is dimensioned to store 858 m2 of 
water.

Ill. 230.1. Section of the waterflow, 
Designed area (see presentation section of  the Industrial Graveyard)

No. 5.6 
Water Management in a detailed design
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The southern half of Luxembourg is 
considered a lowland approximately 
300 meters above sea level, covered 
with woods and farms. Luxembourg 
city is located on a rocky outcrop over-
looking two valleys.

The country varies between a temper-
ate oceanic climate of the Atlantic re-
gion and a continental climate of east-
ern Europe, meaning high precipitation 
throughout the seasons and dry weather 
in winter. (luxembourg.public.lu)

The average temperature in summer 
gets around 22 degrees with around 
0 degrees in the winter months. The 

country experiences a relative abun-
dance in precipitation, amounting 
around 800 mm per year in the south 
(meteoblue.com).

The climatic conditions of the coun-
try creates good conditions for forests 
and mediterranean plants, but due to 
the built environment and vineyards in 
the south the vegetation has decreased 
during the past decades (luxemburg.nl).

No. 6.1  
Luxembourg 
Climate

Ill. 231.1. Luxembourg  Climate
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The past years heavy rain-
fall events have put attention 
on the climate changes, and 
how it affects our cities. In 

the future, the precipitation is predict-
ed to increase in both quantity and in-
tensity, resulting in more flooding, and 
water overwhelming the capacity of the 
drainage systems.

When they started the industrial pro-
duction at Bamstad, they raised the 
ground, to minimize risk of flooding 
from the river (see Topography, map, 
pp. 51), therefore the risk of flooding 
is very low. Even though there is a no 
risk, it is important to have in mind, 
how the rainwater should be managed 
as a flooding strategy, as well as a rec-
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reational and aesthetic instrument.

The flooding therefore does not nec-
essarily become a critical problem for 
the transformation, but the manage-
ment of rainwater, and the systematic 
navigation and usage of the water, will 
become the focus. Since the whole area 
is raised, it creates possibilities in the 
management of the water by drainage 
or channels, and can therefore be incor-
porated in the design in both a function-
al as well as a recreational way.

This section analyze the risk of flooding at Bamstad, which should give insight in 
how water management should be handled.  

T

Ill. 231.1. Map of flooding

No.7.1 
Flooding
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The noisemap is a graphic represen-
tation of the sound level distribution 
in and around the Dommeldange site. 
Two major infrastructural corridors 
pases along the edges of the site and 
create relatively high sound levels to-
ward the east and west. The railway at 
the eastern edge with departures every 
10-15 min and the four lane highway 
to the west both generate a noise distri-
bution of around 70-75 dB. The noise 
level of 70 dB is the arbitrary base of 
comparison and in the upper 70s dB 
may be categorised as annoyingly loud. 
Percussions against noise pollution 
may be necessary if housing are to be 
placed along these edges.
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Once upon a time… 
A gentle transformation of our 
industrial mistress was made 
with the focus on preserving 

her remarkable atmosphere in a 
reinterpretation of thy industrial 

nature.

Many suitors asked for her 
hand, both from the top and 

from the bottom, and she glad-
ly invited them into the royal 

chamber through an activation 
of juxtaposition and awkward 

encounters.

Through open doors she blos-
somed from diversity and 

became a cultural figure and a 
love nest for the kingdom.

A master thesis made at Aalborg 
University, 2017, in collaboration with 

Bamhaus and Space&Matter 
Architects.
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